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Abstract 
We study the fine structure of the core model for one Woodin cardinal, building of the work 
of Mitchell and Steel on inner models of the form L[B]. We generalize to L[E] some 
combinatorial principles that were shown by Jensen to hold in L. We show that L[E] satisfies 
the statement: “or holds whenever K < the least measurable cardinal I of 13 order I,++“. We 
introduce a hierarchy of combinatorial principles q K,1 for 1 < 1 < K such that 
We prove that if (K+)” = (K+)~@], then OX,,,+, holds in I/. As an application, we show that 
ZFC + PFA * Con(ZFC + “there is a Woodin cardinal”). We also obtain one Woodin 
cardinal as a lower bound on the consistency strength of stationary reflection at K+ for 
a singular, countably closed limit cardinal K such that (V,+)” exists; likewise for the failure of 
0: at such a K. 
0. Introduction 
By PFA we mean the proper forcing axiom. It is a result, due to Shelah [16] and 
Baumgartner [l], that if there is a supercompact cardinal, then ZFC + PFA holds in 
a generic extension of V. In this paper we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem. Suppose that PFA holds. Then there is a transitive set M such that 
M b ZFC + “there is a Woodin cardinal”. 
Thus, one Woodin cardinal is a lower bound on the large cardinal consistency 
strength of PFA. The model M of the theorem is the Steel core model K, as computed 
in some V,. The definition of K is given in [lS] ; it is a model of the form L[E], for 
some coherent sequence of extenders E of the kind studied in [lS]. 
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Large cardinals above strong cardinals naturally give rise to iteration trees. In [ll], 
the basic theory of iteration trees is worked out in a way that retains many of the 
useful features of the earlier theories of linear iterations. Most notably, there is 
a comparison process for mice, and an appropriate analogue of the Dodd-Jensen 
lemma. Next, in [15], a fine structure (in the sense of [9]) is introduced, which is 
compatible with the iteration theory of Ill]. This development culminates in the core 
model theory of [lS], which offers us methods for getting inner models with Woodin 
cardinals, much as [S] did for measurable cardinals, and 112,131 did for measures of 
higher Mitchell order (often denoted by a). 
In this paper, we bring yet more elements of Jensen’s theory of L up to the level of 
Woodin cardinals. We continue developing the fine structure of L [El. This allows us 
to prove that several combinatorial principles that were shown by Jensen to hold in L, 
hold in L[E] as well. Our relative consistency result for PFA then follows using the 
weak covering property [ 141, and a consequence of PFA due to Magidor, building on 
Todorcevic [ 191. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we highlight the theory of [ 151, and 
derive some consequences of it and [9]. We also give a more informative introduction 
to the problem at hand. In Section 2, we prove a new condensation theorem, and use it 
to prove that q , holds in L [i!?] for all K 6 the least cardinal 1 which is measurable of 
Mitchell order 2 + + in L [El. This extends some earlier results of, in historical order 
[9,17,21,22]. At the end of Section 2, we explain some limitations on proving q in 
L[i!?]. Sections 3 (the main result of which is due to Steel) and 4 are devoted to 
developing more of the fine structure that goes into our main results. In Section 5, we 
isolate several combinatorial principles, and show that they hold in L[i?]. The general 
problem of q K remains open; our principles are somewhat weaker than q K, although 
all imply Jensen’s weaker principle o :. Recall that a cardinal K is countably closed if 
y” -C K whenever y < K. In Section 6, we apply our results of SeCtiOn 5 to get an inner 
model with a Woodin cardinal from each of the following: 
(1) PFA, 
(2) for some singular, countably closed limit cardinal K, the Stationary Reflection 
principle holds at K+ and (I’,+)# exists; 
(3) For some singular, countably closed limit cardinal K, 0: fails and (if,,+)” exists. 
1. Preliminaries 
We first give a brief account of some recent advances in the theory of inner models 
for large cardinals. The papers [ll, 15, IS] form a basis for the core model theory at 
the level of one Woodin cardinal and beyond. We begin with an overview of [ 151, as it 
is a prerequisite for this paper. Later in this section, we shall consider Jensen’s 
principle 0:. At the end of this section, we discuss [lS]. 
Given an extender G over a model 4, let v(G) = {l + 114 is a generator of G). We 
say that G is its own trivial completion if lb(G) is the cardinal successor of v(G) in the 
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ultrapower by G; note that this does not depend on _I, only on G. In [lS], the fine 
structure for inner models of the form L[E] is developed, for what are called good 
extender sequences i?. Suppose that z E domE. Then E, is an extender over J? of 
length SI which is its own trivial completion. L [E] is strongly acceptable, and therefore 
a model of GCH. The sequence g satisfies a coherence condition: if i: JE -+ Ult(Jf, E,) 
is the ultrapower map, then i(E 1 cc) r(c1 + 1) = E 1 or. It is also assumed that proper 
initial segments G of E, which are their own trivial completions are elements of 
Jf; G is either on i? itself, or, v = v(E,) E dam(E) and G is on the “ultrapower” 
of lit r v by E,. The initial segment condition is used to see that the usual comparison 
process terminates; under the more restrictive hypothesis that there are no overlap- 
ping extenders on E, the initial segment condition would follow from an iterabil- 
ity condition. The results in Section 4 have some bearing on the need for the 
initial segment condition in the case where we are allowing overlapping 
extenders. 
From our assumptions, it follows that for each CY, there is an amenable structure 
$,* = (Jf, E, E 1 c(, E,*) which codes th e crth level of L[E]; this serves as a natural 
basis over which to base our fine structure. In [lS], however, the fine structure of 
L[z] is first based on a slightly different, but only weakly amenable coding 
& = (Jf, E,E r cx,&), although both are ultimately used. In case v z v(E,) is a limit 
of generators of E,, the type III case, both are abandoned in favor of the amenable 
structure (de;l)sq = “the squash of 2a” = (J$, 6E 1 v, E, r v). Structures, all of whose 
levels, including the last, satisfy the basic properties of /@, are called potential premice, 
or ppms. A premouse is a ppm all of whose levels, save possibly the last, are “sound” in 
an appropriate sense. 
Recall the following notation from [15]. If, in the last paragraph, E, = 0, then we 
say that 2N is passiue; otherwise, 2, is active. Suppose that ,$= is active. If E, has only its 
critical point as a generator, then E, is an extender derived from a normal measure 
over 2=, and we say that $$ is type I. $m is type II if yn is not type I but E, still has 
a largest generator. Otherwise, ya is type III. 
An iterability theory for mice based on iteration trees is developed in [ 151; it is a fine 
structural version of the theory developed in [l 11, and includes appropriate generaliz- 
ations of the existence and uniqueness results for well-founded branches through 
iteration trees on premice. Simple iteration trees are, roughly, iteration trees ,Y such 
that for every limit /1 d lb(Y), there is at most one cofinal well-founded branch 
through Y 1 i. A premouse & is l-small if whenever K is the critical point of an 
extender on the A-sequence, J;” + “there are no Woodin cardinals”. A premouse 
.,K is a mouse if it is, in the right sense, “o-iterable”. There is a natural comparison 
process for mice, which is used to prove the following condensation result (Theorem 
8.2 of [15]; look there for the exact definitions). 
Theorem 1.1 (Mitchell and Steel [15]). Suppose that n E CO + 1 and that X and A’ are 
l-small, (1 + n)-sound, n-iterahle premice such that all n-maximal iteration trees on 
-44 are simple. Suppose further that 7c is an rC, +n -elementary embedding of 2 into 
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&! with crit(n) = pF+‘,,. Then one of the following holds: 
(a) Z is an initial segment of 4 
(b) p?+” = crit(rr) = Ih E for some extender E from the A-sequence, and 2 is 
a proper initial segment of Ult,(_N, E). 
Except for the unseemly second possibility, this theorem is very much in the flavor 
of the condensation theorem for L. Suppose that E is an extender on B’“; then, since 
E 1 v(E) E 9(J&)n(J&ej+ 1 - .I$&) and v(E) < lb(E), and since _4? is strongly ac- 
ceptable, lb(E) is not a cardinal 4. Therefore, it is (a) that holds in Theorem 1.1, if 
crit(n) be a cardinal of A. Recall that if E is on the d-sequence, then lb(E) is the 
cardinal successor of v(E) in Ult,,(.H, E). Therefore, once again, it is (a) that holds in 
Theorem 1.1, if crit(n) is a limit cardinal of %. It turns out that the simplicity 
assumption is unnecessary in the case n = o; or when n is the inverse collapsing map 
for certain kinds of hulls. Also, when n < CO, crit(rz) > pF+ 1 suffices, by the strong 
uniqueness Theorem 6.2 [15]. 
Using this condensation property, it is shown how to construct a model L [B], all of 
whose levels are iterable. As evidence of the L-like nature of L[E], we offer the 
following theorem, which is an almost immediate corollary to the Mitchell-Steel 
condensation theorem and Jensen’s proof of the same fact in L. 
Theorem 1.2. Zf V = L[i?] is a weasel ( E class size mouse), all of whose levels are 
iterable, then 
I. oz+ holds for all K. 
II. For inaccessible 1, if1 is not ineflable, then 0: holds. 
Proof of I. For any a, let j?(a) be the least p such that (alJjil = 1~1 and let 
f (c1) = b(U) + w. Put s, = S(a)nJ&,,. Clearly I&J < 1~11. Weclaim that (S, 1 CI < IC+) 
is a oz+-sequence. 
Let X c K+ be given. We must find a club C c K+ such that ~1 E C * Xncc, 
Cncr E S,. Pick y such that X E Jf and pO($J = K+. 
For any Y c IAl, by H:(Y) we mean the uncollapsed Skolem hull of the set Y 
in A. 
By induction on r < K+, define rce; : Jlr -+ yy to be the inverse transitive collapse of 
H,, where 
H<+r = H$(Ku{QX}), 
a-1 = 0, ~1~ = H<AK+, 
and for limit ordinals r, 
f$=(,&415<5}~ 
Then crit(Q = CQ = p&MC) for all 5 < K+. LetC={cre(~<rc+}.ThenCisclubinrct. 
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Fix some 5 < JC+ . Then Xnac = 7tt_ ‘(X) E l&<j and Gnus E J$i’*,+,. Since 
At; k GI( = K+, if A?( is an initial segment of L[z], then 
Xna<, Cna< E 9Yar)nY0R.4+z s 9(ag)n&a,j+2 E Sac, 
so we are done. Otherwise, by the Mitchell-Steel condensation theorem, CQ E dom E 
and _A%‘~ is an initial segment of Ult,(L[E], B<). This means that /I(@ = a6 and 
Xnac, Cnae: E B(a,)nJtc+, E S,,, 
so again, we are done. 
Proof of II. Fix some witness z = (X,( CI < A) to the nonineffability of A. So, for 
every stationary A s A., there are c1 < /3 in A such that X, # anXB. Let g(a) be 
o ordinals past the least /I such that X, E 5;. Let S, = B(a)nJf,,,. We claim that 
(S, 1 a < A) is a 0: -sequence. 
Let Y be a given subset of A. There is a closed unbounded set G of y < A+ such that 
x, Y E Jf, A is the largest cardinal of Jf, and the statement “z witnesses that A is not 
ineffable” holds in JF. Let y be a successor in G; then pw(yy) = A. 
Let C = {alar = InH~(au{~,~, Y>)}. Suppose that tl EC. Let n:A -9, be the 
inverse transitive collapse of H = H<y(au{l,~, Y})}. Then, since a = n-‘(A), 
A’ k “a is a limit cardinal”, 
By the remark following the statement of the Mitchell-Steel condensation theorem 
above, this means that A is an initial segment of L[??]. 
Now Yncc E IdI and Cncc E J&.YF+2, so it is enough to see that X,#IA’l. Other- 
wise, X, = 71- l(X) = ctnX f or some X E H. By our choice of y and since H_(y7,, there 
is a closed unbounded set D E ;1 such that Cc ED * X, # XnE. But then 
CI = sup(n-i(D)) = mD, so M E D, a contradiction. 0 
It follows by other results of Jensen, that in L[i?], there are rc+-Kurepa trees for all 
K, and if A is inaccessible, then 0,: holds o 1 is not ineffable o there is a A-Kurepa 
tree. 
Notice that the proof of Theorem 1.2 used only the case n = o of Theorem 1.1. In 
order to generalize the more delicate proofs of facts in L, Theorem 1.1 does not suffice, 
as it gives no information when IC is only &-elementary. We will address this issue in 
the next section. 
Now, a few words regarding [18]. The model constructed in [15] is shown to model 
“there is a Woodin cardinal” under the strong hypothesis that there really is a Woodin 
cardinal in V’. Our interest is in obtaining lower bounds on the large cardinal 
consistency strength of various extensions of ZFC; it is [18] that offers a method. 
There, the true core model K is defined, without reference to large cardinals in 
I/ (Almost: to prove certain basic facts about K, Steel makes the additional assump- 
tion that OR is measurable). K too is of the form L[i?]; as a consequence, the fine 
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structure of K turns out to be much more like that of L than like that of the 
Dodd-Jensen core model. Under the assumption that OR is measurable and that 
there is no inner model of ZFC + “there is a Woodin cardinal”, K is large in the sense 
that the definition of K is absolute for generic extensions of V [18], and K satisfies 
various covering properties [18,14]. 
In [18], Steel uses the generic absoluteness of K to show that if ZFC + “OR is 
measurable” -t “there is an &-saturated ideal on Kr” is consistent, then so is 
ZFC + “there is a Woodin cardinal”. Recall that Martin’s maximum (MM) implies 
that NSK, is K-saturated; other consequences of MM substitute for the uses of the 
measure on OR. Thus, Steel also gets the consistency of ZFC + “there is a Woodin 
cardinal” from that of ZFC + MM. The proper forcing axiom (PFA) is a strictly 
weaker forcing axiom than MM; for example, Todorcevic showed that PFA does not 
imply the saturation of N&,. In Section 6 we show that ZFC + PFA * 
Con(ZFC + “there is a Woodin cardinal”). Our methods seem to generalize as far 
beyond one Woodin cardinal as the core model theory currently allows; we shall 
elaborate on this point in a subsequent paper. 
A starting point of this research is as follows. Jensen developed the fine structure of 
L, and isolated many important combinatorial principles that hold there. For 
example, q holds in L. Jensen’s covering lemma implies that if Ox does not exist, then 
for all singular cardinals K, q K holds in I/. Todorcevic Cl93 showed that PFA implies 
0, fails for every uncountable cardinal K, and, consequently, O# exists. The same 
argument, using the Dodd-Jensen core model, and the fact, due to Welch [21], that 
q holds there, shows that if ZFC + PFA is consistent, then there is an inner model of 
ZFC + “there is a measurable cardinal”. Wylie [22] showed that q holds in the 
Mitchell core model for measures of order zero. It seems natural to expect that 
q holds in the Mitchell-Steel inner models for one Woodin cardinal, particularly 
given their L-like fine structure; should this be the case, our PFA application would 
follow easily from the weak covering property alluded to above. The status of q in 
L[E] remains open. Rather, we isolate several principles weaker that ~3, and show 
these to suffice for our purposes. The exact definitions of these principles can be found 
in Section 5. 
2. &,-Condensation and q K 
In this section, we first generalize to L[i?] the main form of condensation 
used in the proofs that there are o-sequences and morasses in L. Later in this section, 
we shall use our condensation theorem to prove that q K holds in L[i?] below 
the first hypermeasurable cardinal of L[E]. Notions similar to the following 
were isolated in [7,15]. In practice, the definition will apply to maps between premice, 
their squashes, or their mastercodes. As we shall see, such embeddings arise 
when we collapse C,-substructures of Co-substructures of amenable structures to be 
transitive. 
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Definition 2.1. Suppose that 7c is a C,-elementary embedding of a transitive structure 
9 into model _4! of [enough] set theory. We say that rr is an almost Cl-embedding of 
3 into A iff there is a structure 9, and a commutative diagram: 
with the following properties: 
(1) h is a C,-elementary embedding; 
(2) k is a cofinal C,-elementary embedding; 
(3) p.: d crit(h) (which is d crit(rr) by commutativity). 
Definition 2.2. n is an almost qC,-embedding of 9 into JZ iff rc is an almost Ci- 
embedding of 9 into _M, and JH is a squashed potential premouse (sppm). 
If n: is an almost qC,-embedding of 9 into 4, then it follows by Lemma 3.2 of [ 151 
that 3 is an sppm. For the next definition, recall from the last section and [ 151, that if 
~8’ is a potential premouse, then 4 is weakly amenable, and A* is the amenable 
structure that codes JH. 
Definition 2.3. n is an almost rC,-embedding of 22 into A iff & is a potential premouse 
(ppm), 7c is an almost ,X,-embedding of 9* into Jll*, and k“(,h’), is cofinal in (fi+)‘, 
where k is the embedding of P* into 9* as in Definition 2.1. 
Recall that rC,: E C.,“” uniformly over all ppm’s ~4’“. Thus, Corollary 2.6 of [ 151 
implies that if rr is an rZ,-embedding of 9 into JZ, then 9 is a ppm of the same type 
as ,K. 
Suppose that 7t is almost r-,X,-embedding of 9 into 4. Let c = sup(n“OR). It is 
important to note that 7~ need not be an rZ:,-elementary embedding of 9 into ff; the 
extender&f, should it be defined, need not be an initial segment of P,“. Similarly with 
regard to almost qC,-embeddings. 
Remark. It is true that the notion of an almost rZ,-embedding of 9 into a ppm 4? is 
equivalent o what is obtained by replacing every occurrence of “C,” in Definition 2.1 
by “rCnrr (for n = 0,l). Note that the meaning of “cofinal” changes when this is done, 
cf. Definition 2.3.8 of [15]. As a hint towards seeing the above equivalence, note that 
n being a &-elementary embedding of 9* into A*, as well as it being an rCo- 
elementary embedding of 9 into JZ, both follow (under either definition) from the 
remaining conditions once we know that n is C,-elementary for the language 
9sr = {E, =}. 
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We deal first with ppm’s which are not type III, that is, ppm’s A such that either 
J? has no last extender, or M has a last extender and the last extender of & has a last 
generator. 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that n is an almost rZI-embedding of 2 into ~2, witnessed by h, k, 
and B as in the definition. Let X = H.t(pfuh(p?)) and o = sup(XnOR). Then n is 
a cofinal C1-elementary embedding of A’* into A* 10. Moreover, for K E j-21, 2 + K is 
a cardinal o & b n(~) is a cardinal. 
Proof. H~(p~up~) is cofinal in 9, therefore X is cofinal in ran(h), which in turn is 
cofinal in G. To see the elementarity, observe that for any Z1 formula 4 and x E 1221, 
iff 3r(7c o k)(9* 17) + ~[z(x)] 
iff 32 h(P* 17) + 4[n(x)] 
iff Jr!* ta /= +[rc(x)]. 
It follows now that K is a cardinal in 22 iff X(K) is a cardinal in & 1 u. Recall from [15] 
that G is a constant in the language used to form X and that there are no cardinals of 
JZ between k” and OR&. So a > ir .” 2 the largest cardinal of &‘, and so J#Z and JZ r o 
agree on which ordinals are cardinals. 0 
Definition 2.5. .N is <-sound iff _N = Hy’(tupi(‘) and (pi’ - 5) is l-solid over JV”. 
The following condensation result and its proof should be compared with those of 
[7] and Section 8 of [15], on which it builds. 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose that 7~ is an almost rC,-embedding of 2! into a l-small, l-sound, 
0-iterable type II premouse A, and that there is an extender on the A-sequence of length 
2 pf. Suppose also that 2? is F-sound where V = crit(n). Then one of the following holds. 
(A) 2? is an initial segment of A. 
(B) 22 is solid with a(2) = 6, (A?) a proper initial segment of A. Moreover, there is an 
extender E on the &(9)-sequence with only one generator (“a measure”) and 
crit(E) = p:, such that A! = Ult,(C@?), E). 
(C) 1 = p: E dom(8”) and 3 is a proper initial segment of Ult,(d, By). 
Remark. In many of the applications, V will be singular over 22; if this is the case, then 
(C) cannot hold, for otherwise V would be a successor cardinal in a premouse 
extending 22. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.6. Let h, k, and 9 witness that rc is an almost rC,-embedding, as 
in the definition. Suppose that neither (A) nor (C) hold. The assumption that there is 
an extender on the A-sequence above p.f is the hypothesis of the strong uniqueness 
theorem of [15]. This means that O-maximal iteration trees on JZ are all simple; 
because _H is l-small and 0-iterable, such trees possess unique cofinal well-founded 
branches. 
Let 4V, 5, and Y be the O-maximal (pseudo-) iteration trees resulting from our 
attempt o compare 4 and (A, 9, V), and copy via rr. What is meant by this should be 
clear to the reader of Section 8 of [lS]; we give only the following outline. The trees 
are defined by induction on G( < their common length 0 + 1. 4Y is an iteration tree on 
do = JZ with models 4?, for CI such that 0 < c1 d 0. Y is a pseudo-iteration tree on 
the pair (6_ i, 6,) = (_4!, 9), with _9! the starting model, and all extenders with critical 
point < v being applied to 4. We shall put bars over symbols when they refer to the 
structure of Y; so the clth model of 9 is Z!-,, the underlying tree structure of Y is T, we 
write D for D”, etc. Y is an iteration tree on 9_ 1 = A with &, = J?‘; Y has the same 
tree structure as 9, and has models 92, for CI such that -1 d a 6 8. Put rc_ l = T-C, and 
let rc,, be the identity map on .M. The copying maps rc,: 9, --) s2, are defined simulta- 
neously with the trees. At successor steps, on % and Y we iterate the least disagree- 
ment between Ma and &, and follow the rules for forming O-maximal (pseudo-) 
iteration trees. The map rc, tells us which extender to use from the &-sequence in 
forming _??=+ i. We then use the shift lemma to get the map rr,+ i. The initial segments 
of %! and Y are padded, O-maximal iteration trees, and hence, by the strong unique- 
ness theorem, they are simple. Because 4 is 0-iterable, at a limit step CX, there are 
unique cofinal well-founded branches in the iteration trees d%! 1 c1 and Y 1 a; the later 
determines acofinal branch in 9 1 a. .A’,, ~2~ and 3-, are the corresponding direct limit 
models. We inductively maintain enough agreement between the maps rc8, for pT;a, so 
as to determine rra as their limit. Since _??= is well-founded, the existence of n, 
guarantees that ?& is well-founded. Finally, at any a, we stop the construction if one of 
JX~ and & is an initial segment of the other. 
Throughout the construction, we maintain the following properties inductively. 
Conditions (i) and (ii) are as in the proof of Theorem 8.1 of [15]. Chapter 12 of [15] 
should be consulted for the definition of weak k-embedding, and for more information 
on the preservation of property (iv). 
(i) If ctr,!3 and dn(cr,fi]T = 8, then i& 0 rr, = rc8 o &. 
(ii) If 0 d cx < j? < 8, then 3-, and 3D agree below lh@,); moreover, letting 
y = lh(E,) and N = Jf = J$, we have that n, 1 N = rrp r N. 
(iii) Suppose 0 <T /I and (0, /?]pd = 8. Let h, = i&o h and k, = i& o k. Then rra 
is an almost rCi-embedding of 8, into Y,, as witnessed by h,, k,, and 9, that is, 
rra o k, = h,, h, is rC,-elementary from 9 to _Q, and ka is cofinal r-Z’,-elementary from 
.!Y to 3/r. 
(iv) Put n = deg9(/?). Suppose that y + 1 is least in { 5 I (r/?}, such that 
Cr + LPld = 0, and, for all a E [r + l,/?]~, deg’(a) = n (we say that y + 1 is the 
“last drop of. any kind” along the branch out to fl on Y). Then rca is a weak 
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n-embedding of & into _Q. Moroever, n, is rC, + i-elementary (resp. qC,+ r-elemen- 
tary) into /??s on parameters from i,+ 1,8 0 FF “ la:+ I (. (It should help to recall that 
$k?;+r + 6,+, = ult,(s,*+,,E,).) 
Conditions (iii) and (iv), together with Lemma 2.4 and the similar calculations done 
in the proof of Theorem 12.1 of [ 151, guarantee that if for some c( 2 /I we have 
(a*)? = fi, then letting ii-, = crit($), 
_6?0 l= K, is a cardinal o 5, /= IC, is a cardinal. 
Thus we may put tl + 1 E DF iff a + 1 E D. Again, as in the various copying 
constructions in [lS], (iv) justifies setting degY(a + 1) = deg?(a + 1). 
We verify that (iii) is maintained. Suppose that 0 rT /I and [O, p],~nD = 0. h, and k, 
are each compositions of rC1 maps, and are therefore rC1 themselves. na o k, = h,, by 
(i), and since rc o k = h. Also, h, is cofinal in both 0R9” and (b’)““, by our choice of h, 
and because & is an iteration map. Since crit($) 2 5 3 py whenever 0 T (a + l), and 
because crit(h) 2 ~7, we have that crit(h& 2 pf. 
The verifications of the other inductive hypotheses are just as in Sections 8 and 12 of 
[lS], and are left to the reader. This means that the full comparison may be carried 
out, ending with the two models A8 and Z0 lined up. 
Let b = [O,&, c = {t 1 ~?%}u{0}, and c = [O,Q-. By the usual arguments using 
the Dodd-Jensen lemma (Lemma 5.3 of [15]), 0 70 and C = [0, 01~ does not drop. 
Claim 1. A0 = Z&. 
Proof. 
Case 1: i& # id. Then 90 is not i-sound, hence not a proper initial segment of de. 
But A0 cannot be a proper initial segment of &,, for otherwise bnDQ = 0, and we get 
a contradiction of the Dodd-Jensen lemma using n 0 o i$,e. Therefore equality holds. 
Case 2: Otherwise. The same reason shows that A0 cannot be a proper initial 
segment of _.!?& = 9. Suppose 9 is a proper initial segment of de. Then lh(Ez) is 
a cardinal in de and OR’ > lh(EE) 2 V 2 p:. Since, as a level of a premouse, 9 is 
sound, we must have lh(E$) = V = p:. Moreover, Ef cannot exist, since lh(Ef) would 
be a cardinal between lh(E$) and OR’ in de. Since & - 9 below V, there is no need 
to drop. Thus (C) holds, which we assumed id not happen. 0 
Claim 2. b drops. 
Proof. Suppose not. Because crit(&) 2 V > p$ we have that p$ = p:, and so 
py d V. All extenders used on b have length > ?, so if crit(&) < p;“, then p.7 > V. 
Therefore crit(i&) > pf, and so pf = pp = p? = pf. By the elementarity and 
preservation properties of the iteration maps, and because & is l-sound and _!Z? 
is l-solid, this means that &Z = Xf(pfupf) = Sf@(pfuiz,O(pf)) = 
Xf”(pfui,,&)) = Xf(pfupf) =6,(d). If ran(z) is bounded in A, then by 
Lemma 2.4 and S-soundness, 9! E (Al, so &? E (_&I, a contradiction. Suppose, on the 
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other hand, that rr is unbounded in k’. Then 71 is an rC,-elementary embedding. Let 
cp be the natural rC1-elementary embedding of E,(9) into 9. Then rca cp is an 
rC,-elementary embedding of J& into JH with critical point > pt. But since .N is 
l-sound, rc o q is the identity, and hence 9 = .,K. IJ 
Let y + 1 be the last drop along b, and let 1 = crit(EY). 
Claim 3. ;i < V. 
Proof. Otherwise JZT+ 1 = Hf(?up-;H”) = 2. This can be used to show that E # 0 and 
that EF and the first extender used along C are compatible, thereby contradicting the 
comparison process. 0 
By Claim 3, y* = 0, so y + 1 is the only drop along b. As above we see that 
crit(i&) >, p;““” and that &?y*+ 1 
R 2 pi”:+’ 
= C&C?), an initial segment of A. Since we must drop, 
= py’“’ = #. 
Claim 4. (I’)” = V. 
Proof. Otherwise, since V = crit(rr) is a cardinal in 9, (I’)’ < V. So 
(A’)” = (;L+)KrO = n((if)“) = (A’)“, where G and X are as in Lemma 2.4. 
But crit(FOJ 3 V > J. and crit(iF+;,,, 0 iF+ J = 1, so (,I’)” = (l+)i = (,I+).“o = 
(,+).f+ 
Thus, putting together these equalities, (1’)” = (A’)-““+>. But because ‘/ + 1 E D” 
and O=y*‘@ and 13 = crit(ET), we have that (i’)” > (,+).Ht+‘. This is a contradic- 
tion. 0 
This shows that (J+).x’+i = V. So there are no generators of EF between I and V. 
Claim 5. 1 is the only generator of ET. 
Proof. Suppose 5 > V is a second generator of EF. Then in A,, the following two 
properties hold: 
l 5 is the least ordinal i > V such that it#Xf”([up~~). 
l ET 14 UG%JPt;H”). 
Because crit(ioJ 2 V and 9 is v-sound, the first of these two properties implies that 
crit(&) = 5. But then every A E 5 in _!& is an element of %‘Of”(5upp), contradicting 
the second property. !J 
Thus, ET is a “measure” on 2. 
Claim 6. EF is the jrst extender used on 42. 
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Proof. Otherwise there is some /I < y such that El: # 8. Then lh(Eb) is an A,- 
cardinal between V and lh(ET). Therefore, the generators of ET are unbounded in 
lh(EI), contradicting Claim 5. 0 
So ET = Ez = E for some E on the ($(%)-sequence. Since A1 = Ult&HT, E) is 
i-sound, Z? = ~?~(Vup~) = A%‘~ = Ult&(9), E). Finally, we have the following. 
Claim 7. p: = A. 
Proof. 1 is a cardinal in A?:, and therefore in 9 = &r. By Lemma 2.4, i = rr(,l) is 
a cardinal in A!. Since Q&9!) is a proper initial segment of A?, p: 2 A. 0 
Therefore (B) holds. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.6. 0 
The corresponding conclusion holds when rt is an almost qZ1-embedding of 9 into 
a l-small, l-sound, 0-iterable squashed premouse A! with pf 6 crit(rr), when 9 is 
crit(rc)-sound. The proof is essentially the same. Since here A! itself is amenable, there 
is no need to deal with two versions of it. The argument of Lemma 2.4 must be 
modified since an sppm need not have a largest cardinal, and even if it does, this 
cardinal need not be qZ1-definable. The relevant observation here is that for any 
tl < ORA, (cr+)-Iy, should it exist, is definable as the (least) /I such that 
tiis),lu,B1 = ((ii@)*{a*Bi)+)M for (FA)l,,BI-almost every U. 
2.7. Extension of embeddings (discussion) 
In order to state the most general form of Theorem 2.6, we establish the following 
notation for the n-mastercode structures defined in Lemma 2.11 of [15]. 
Definition 2.7.1. Suppose A is a ppm which is not type III and q E /Ml. Then 
J&~*” is defined to be A?*. If n 2 1, then J&~*~) = (J~H, ~,l?““/ rp;;K, A), where A is 
pure-Th;l/(p$u{q}) coded as a subset of p;l” in a natural way. If in addition A is an 
n-sound premouse, then we let &“(A!) = &;‘r*o’n(“)3”n(My))). 
Definition 2.7.2. Suppose A is a type III ppm and q E I.Msql. Then &‘bAVq) and 
&u,?ll) are defined to be _.A?. If n 3 1, then ~%‘1;1(*~) = ~&‘;91;/(“*~) = 
(J$“, s 8” t Pi?“, A), where A is pure-Th;;K”(p;;U’“u{q}) coded as a subset of p;;“” in 
a natural way. If in addition Msq is an n-sound premouse, then we let 
d”(d) = &“(,ai/SLl) = sgl;x’~‘CP”(X’~).U.(.~‘~))). 
We discuss the connection between almost Z,-embeddings between mastercode 
structures, and embeddings between the corresponding ppm’s. Fix an integer n such 
that 0 < n - 1 < o. Suppose that A is an (n - 1)-sound premouse. Put 
d = ~$‘~_i(&!) and A% = &‘,-,(A@). Suppose that h is a C1-elementary embedding of 
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a structure a into L+‘. Then there is an (n - l)-sound premouse ?? with LZ?_ 1 (9) = 93, 
and an embedding ?i of $ into 2, where $ = do(P), such that 
(a) hrl.%\=ha n d so p,*- 1 = the least p such that K(p) > pn_ 1 (A?), 
(b) & is Z,-elementary, 
(C) for i f PI - 1, K(pi(P)) = pi(A) and L(Ui(P)) = Ui(JJ!). 
The embedding h is just the inverse transitive collapse of %;cl(ran(h)u 
pn- 1(~)uu,_ 1(~)). That K has the above properties, as well as the facts to be 
stated next, are proved using the preservation theorems for hull embeddings proved in 
Chapters 2 and 3 of [15], together with the appendix to Chapter 2 of [15], where 
the connection between cl-definability over d and En-definability over ,g is 
developed. 
Now suppose that there is a cofinal Cl-elementary embedding k of 98 into a struc- 
ture V. Then there is an (n - 1)-sound premouse 9 with d,_ 1(Z!) = V, and a cofinal 
(n - 1)-embedding k from 9 into 9, where 2 = do(S), such that x 1 l&J1 = k. 
Suppose, further, that n: :% -+ d is an almost Cl-embedding, as witnessed by h, k, 
and g. Then there is a weak (n - 1)-embedding %of 2 into f,@, such that % 0x = h and 
it IIVl = n. Moreover, it is &-elementary on parameters in the range of 7;. In particu- 
lar, on parameters in X = Hz(crit(k)uz(pf)), since 1 is &-elementary. Note that X is 
cofinal in pnP 1 (9) = OR”, as p.: d crit(h) d crit(k) and k = z 1 ISi?‘( is cofinal in $9. 
Theorem 2.8. The notation here is as in the previous discussion. Suppose, additionally, 
that .A? is a l-small, n-sound, (n - l)-iterable premouse, and that there is an extender on 
the A-sequence of length 2 pi” = p.p*. Suppose that 9? is V-sound, where V = crit(n). 
Then one of the following holds: 
(A) 2 is an initial segment of A!. 
(B) 9 is solid with a(9) = &$2) = S,(2:) f or some c1 < OR.&. Moreover, there is 
an extender E on the (X(2?)-sequence with only one generator (“a measure”) and 
crit(E) = pff, such that d,(2) = Ult,_ ,(0(2), E). 
(C) v = pf Edom(E,“) and 2 is a proper initial segment of Ult,(_&!,B.c). 
Proof (sketch). The case n = 1 holds by Theorem 2.6 and the comments following its 
proof. When n > 1, compare JY and Z? in (n - 1)-maximal (pseudo-) iteration trees, 
much as before, this time using (id, ii) to copy the pseudo-iteration tree on (A, Z&V) to 
an iteration tree on JL?. Each claim in the proof of Theorem 2.6 carries over to this 
setting in the natural way if the notion of a “drop” is modified as in the proof of 
Theorem 8.1 of [ 151 (to mean “drop of any kind”). 0 
Recall that q K is the principle asserting the existence of a sequence (C,I v is a limit 
ordinal < K+) such that 
(a) C, is club in v, 
(b) cf(v) < K * O.t.(c,) < K, 
(c) if V is a limit point of C,, then C,nti = Ci,. 
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Theorem 2.9. Suppose L[i?] is a weasel, all of whose are iterable. Then L[i?] + V 
cardinal u 6 the least measurable cardinal (oK holds). 
Remark. (1) There may be ordinals CI less than any measurable cardinal of L [E] such 
that 
2a k ZFC + “there is a Woodin cardinal”. 
In fact, if there are any such CI, then there are countable ones. Thus, the iteration trees 
that are implicit in the proof of Theorem 2.9 may be nontrivial. 
(2) The proof of Theorem 2.9 is a generalization of Jensen’s proof that ox holds in 
L, together with an idea attributed to Solovay in [6] for dealing with possibility (B) of 
Theorem 2.8. The latter idea was used in Wylie’s proof that Global-n holds in the core 
model for measures of order zero [22]. 
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Work in L[E]. Let K be a cardinal < the least measurable 
cardinal. Let r consist of all ordinals v such that K < v < IC’ and J? + ‘v’y[vl < K. By 
[9], it is enough to define what we shall call a o:(r)-sequence, that is, a sequence 
(C, 1 v E lim r) such that 
(a) C, is a closed unbounded subset of vnT, 
(b) o.t. C, d IC, 
(c) VijElimC,C; = E3C,. 
Given v E r, let /3(v) be the least /I such that v is singular over $$. Because we are 
below the first measurable, if v E r and 2b(yj is active, then bYO”“’ b K and 
v d iPa’, ,< OR,““‘Y#“‘VJ’. So it makes sense to define n(v) to be the least n such 
that v is C,-singular over sB,(fP,,,). Then n(v) L 1, ~~(~)_i(~~(~)) b v, and 
pacvj( yB(Vr) = p”( 2P (“)) = K. So, in fact, v is &-collapsed over dO( 2B (“,), by soundness. 
Let M(v) = &,,(+ l(jjb(Vj). Suppose that there is some E on i? I(/? + 1) with lh E > v 
and crit E = K. Fix the shortest such E and set M(v) = Ulto(M(v), E) = 
d,,,,_ ,(Ult,_ 1 (ybtv,), E). Because E has only the single generator K and x(v) is 
K-sound, 4(v) = %f((rc + l)up~“‘). Also, since v < OR”‘“’ and K is definable as the 
largest cardinal in J;U”‘, d(v) = xf(“) (~u{v}up~(“)). If, on the other hand, there is 
no such extender E, then put M(v) = M(v). 
Let q(v) = p.:‘“‘. If v = OR”‘“‘, then set rO(v) = (q(v),O). Otherwise, let 
r,,(v) = (q(v), v). Note that v = (K+).~(~) and that A(v) = Xf”‘(~ur,,(v)). 
We remark, in hope of clearing up any confusion with the notation, that x.;(X) is 
a structure whose underlying set is the transitive collapse of Hf(X). The underlying 
set of *F(X) we shall always denote by l%-;“(X)l. 
Suppose that rk(v) has been defined. In that case, let 
0’: = {F ~(ic,v)13cr < K F = sup(vr\H~~‘“‘(c(ur,(v)))}. 
Then 0: is a closed subset of v. If 0: is empty or unbounded in v, then rk+l(~) is 
undefined. Otherwise, let dt = max(Dtnv) and put rk+ 1(v) = rk(v) A (dt). When dt is 
defined, there is a largest ordinal cc, call it at, such that d: = sup(vnHf’“‘(cxurk(v))). 
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Then u”, is a limit ordinal, and is also characterized as the least ordinal tx such that 
HY”‘((c( + 1) urk v ( )) is cofinal in v. Let 0’: = sup(ORnH.:‘“‘(sr$_Jr,(v))). Note that 
H,:“‘((~rk, + l)urk(v)) is cofinal in OR,“‘“‘, since if it were bounded, say by 5, then 
v would be definably singular over JI(v) rr, and therefore singular in d(v), but v is 
regular in JV(v). 
Claim 1. If IX t+’ is dejined, then ~ky’l < at. 
Proof. H’T”‘((a{ + l)urk(v)) s H.!‘“‘((uk, + 1) urk+ 1 (\I)), and the former iS COfinal in v, 
hence so is the latter. Therefore ak,+’ d a”,. 0 
Claim 2. Ifcc “,” is defined, then ak,’ ’ < cc:. 
Proof. Suppose not; let cI = ,:+I = x”,. Pick a Cl-Skolem term 7 and a parameter 
a E [a]‘” such that d; < ~,“[a,cc,r~(v)] (or, if v < OR,“, then pick 7 and a such that 
d; < 7~K[a,a,rk(v)] < v). Then, with 7 and a fixed, a is equal to the least ~4 such that 
d; < 7,“[a,sr’,rk(v)], (or, if v < OR”, the least CC’ such that d; < t.K[a,a’,r,(v)] < v), 
and therefore, CI is an element Of H’~“‘(?urk+r(v)). But then v > 
dk+l 
Y = sup(vnH,P’“) (aurk+ r(v))) = sup(VnH’:“‘((C! + f)urk+ r(v))) = V, a contradic- 
tion. 0 
By Claim 2, there is some least integer k, call it k(v), such that rk+ 1(v) is undefined. 
Let D be Dk(“) should this be nonempty; in this case, C, will be a certain tail of D,. If 
D, is impty,“then cf(v) = w; here let C, be any subset of vnT of order type o which is 
cofinal in v. Let r(v) = rkcVl(v). 
Claim 3. Zfd “, ” is &Jned, then H~~(“)‘“~ ’ (d$Jro(v)) is cc&nul in both oky+’ and dt+ ‘. 
Proof. Let 5 Ed~‘lnH~~(V)(~~‘lurk+l(v)) be given. We want to find 
r’ E &+ rn~.:(v)I~:” (& ur,,(v)) such that 5 < 5’ < d:+l. Because M(v) is (K + l)- 
sound and K < dt, there is a Cl-Skolem term 7, such that for some ordinals 9, t’, and 
some a E [dk,] <w, we have that v > 5’ = T~“(“)‘~ [a,r,,(v)] > 5. Let (q, 5’,u) be the 
-+,,-least such triple for the fixed term 7. Then (q, t’,u) is an element of 
H.~‘“‘(Glfj+‘urk+l(v)), and so r~ < .t+l and 5 < l’ -cd’+“. Also, 5’ E 
H.~~@‘)‘” (dtur,(v)) s H.~~@‘)I~: ‘(&ur,,(v)). Therefore, H,:‘“““:“(d’:uro(v)) is cofinal in 
dk,+ ‘. To see that it is cofinal in ot+’ IS similar (just suppress the dff”). 0 
Claim 4. If a g” is dejned, then CT:+’ > at+‘. 
Proof. If v = OR”(‘), then this is exactly the fact that dt+’ > dk,. So assume that 
v < OR.U’“‘, and suppose the claim is false, that is, at 2 at”. 
Now, for y, 5 E H~“‘(&urk(v)) with y < d;, let v~,~ = sup(vnH~~‘““C(yuro(v))). 
Then each vy,[ is in H.:“‘(ak,urk(v)). By Claim 3, dff+ ’ = sup(vn~~l~~‘)~“~“(d~ur,(v)). 
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Therefore dt+’ < sup(vnH +)~“~(d~ur,(v))) = SU~({V,,~ ( y, 5 E Hf”‘(a~ur,(v)) A 
y < d:}) < sup(vnHfcY)(a~ur,(l))) = dt < dt+ ‘; contradiction. 0 
Fix SOme v and put fi = p(v), n = n(v), M = N(V), A! = A(V), 4 = q(v), k = k@), 
and r = r(v). 
Claim 5. Let a < K, X = Hf(aur), V = sup(Xnv) and o = sup(XnOR). Suppose that 
?>,~.Thena<OR~oij<v. 
Proof. ( * ) If 0 < /I but V = v, then v is 1, -singular over J? 1 o, hence in A; a contra- 
diction. 
(e) Suppose V<v but a=OR-//. For Y,~EX with y<V and r<OR”, let 
%r = sup(vnHft5(yuq)). Then v,< E Xnv and v = H.;K(iuq)nv = SUP({V,~ 1 y, 5 E 
X A y < V}) < V < v; a contradiction. IJ 
Suppose V ED, witnessed by a. With the notation of Claim 5, let h: 9 + A&’ be the 
collapsing map for X, and let 7c : 2? + _A? be the collapsing map for Y = H-f tb(iUr). 
Put k = 71-l oh. Then k is a cofinal Cl-embedding of 9 into 22. Because we are 
working below the first measurable cardinal, (Q’)” 2 v when ~2’ is an active ppm. 
That k is continuous at (Q’)” (when n = 1) and that crit rc = tf follow from the 
following claim. As a consequence, rr is an almost Cl-embedding of 22 into J%‘, as 
witnessed by h, k, and 9. 
Claim 6. Let 1 be any regular cardinal of 4 which is in X and 2 v. Let 2 = sup(Xn2). 
Then sup( Y nA) = 2. 
Proof. 2 < I since 0 < OR”. For y, 5, E X with y < v and 5 < ORA, let A,,, = 
sup(lnH<‘S(yur)). Then ly,< E XnA and X < sup(Ynl) = SUP{&,~ 1y, 5 EX A 
y < v} < 2. cl 
Suppose that p;” = (p,, > ... > pt}, and that w is the ith solidity witness for 
pi” over M, that is, w = Thf(piupli). If (cp,a) E w, then let y((cp,a)) be the least 
y such that M ly k ~[a]. Let <, be the pre-wellordering of w induced by 
(cp, a) H y((cp, a)). Because JZ is l-solid, <,,, E j&l. Because J is l-sound, for some 
c < OR.“, <, E Hfri(lcupf). Suppose that tt is large enough so that the associated 
e is greater than {; this happens on a nonempty tail of V ED, by Claim 5. Then 
<, E Y; say x(<*) = <,. Suppose that n-‘(w) is not the ith solidity witness for 
n-‘(pi”) over 2. Then, since Y <l(A 10) <0~, there is an ordinal r > cr, a Cl 
formula I,,+, and some 6 E [piup 1 i] <On Y, such that & 15 k $ [S], but JZ lcr # I,+ [E]. 
Pick such $ and 6 with < minimal. Then ((cp,ti) E x-l(w)] (cp,G) <*($,x-‘(6))) is 
the ith solidity witness for 7c- ’ (pf) over 2, and is an element of 2. Therefore, for 
sufficiently large 5 in D,, n-‘(pf) is l-solid over 22. 
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Let C, be the nonempty tail of D, consisting of those V such that for the correspond- 
ing x:9 -+A tcr, we have that 
(i) n-‘(pf - {K}) = n-‘(p.:) - {K} is l-solid over 2; 
(ii) if .M = ,,Y and K #pi’, then K E H.,*/ tb(~up.I’). 
With regard to (ii), if &’ = M, then J is l-sound, and so K E Hf(~upf). Thus, by 
Claim 5, (ii) holds for sufficiently large V in D,. Roughly, (ii) will be used to eliminate 
the possibility that OR,” = v and p.F = 8, but p: = {K}. 
Suppose that in E C,. If v = OR,“, then 9 is v-sound with p: - V = ~l-i(p.T - v). 
Suppose that v c OR”. Then, since A is (K + l)-sound, there is a E,-Skolem term t, 
an ordinal l < OR’, and some x E [v] <“, such that v = 2.” I5 [x,p:]. Because 
pf,v E Xii&, we may take 5 < 0 and x E [VI’“. Then 5 E H:(i~urc-~(p.lf)). Since 
~-VP?? - { > rc is l-solid over 9, this implies that, as before, Z! is ?-sound with 
p: - V = n-‘(p-T - v). 
Our goal now will be to identify 9 as d(V) by applying our condensation result, 
Theorem 2.8, to the almost Ci-embedding rc:9 -+ 4. Note that 9 is, by design, 
a C,-singularizing structure for V, since V = (K')' and H:(ctu?r-‘(r(v))) is cofinal in V, 
this with c1 < K. 
Recall that .,lr = &“- ,(yP), and that either JY = .&“, or JZ = Ult,(N,E,) for the 
least i: E (v,j]ndom(E) with crit(&) = K. In the latter case, M = 
J&‘~_, (Ult,- i( yp, E,)). In either case, there is an (n - l)-sound premouse, which we 
shall call Ai, such that J# = JZ$,_ i(&+). As in Discussion 2.7, R lifts to a weak 
(n - 1)-embedding, which we call E, from 2+ into J#+, where 3?!+ is the (unique) 
(n - I)-sound premouse such that 9 = dn_ i@+). 
Suppose that there is no extender from the &‘-sequence of length 2 
&ff’ = p.F = K. Then we must be have A+ = y0 = Jf”. But then, 5!+ = J$+ = yoR+, 
so 9+ is an initial segment of L[z]. Since V is Z,_ but not C,_,-singular over .5?+, this 
means that 9!’ = $P(cJ and that 9 = d(V). Thus, we may assume that there is some 
extender on the JJ%!’ -sequence above p;“‘. 
We now move on to the case _4! = J”. All the hypotheses have been met for 
applying Theorem 2.8 to rc: A! + A!. Note that because pz’ = p: = K # I; = crit(rc), it 
cannot be (C) that holds. By either (A) or (B). Q(9+) is an initial segment of j& and 
&+)6(i)+) = (fc+)“+ = V. Since P~(~(_C!?~)) = K, this means that &(J’) = yPfv). 
Assume that (A) holds. Then 2+ = &(9+), so that 9 = JV(V). Because we are 
assuming that JY = Jc’, there are no total-on-& extenders on K on the j$-sequence. 
But then the same is true for the $+-sequence, by the elementarity of E. So, in this case, 
9 = M(V) = JzV(V)_ 
Now assume that (B) holds. Then 5’+ = Ult,_ ,(yP(Gj, E) for some total-on-yP(Gj 
extender on K from i?. But because, again by the elementarity of ii, there are no such 
extenders on the s+-sequence, by the coherence condition on E, E must be the 
shortest such extender. Therefore, here 9 = M(v) = Ult,(_V(V), E). That finishes our 
consideration of the case & = JV. 
Now suppose that JY = Ulto(JZr,F) for the appropriate extender F. We would 
again like to apply Theorem 2.8 to the almost xi-embedding 7t: ~2 -+ A, but this time 
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.M is only (K + I)-sound, and not l-sound. Nevertheless, we can modify the proof of 
Theorems 2.8 to get the same conclusion. Namely, Q.??‘) is an initial segment of A+, 
and one of the following holds: 
(1) 9+ = E(L!Z+), 
(2) 5!i = Ult,_ ,(%(5?‘), E) for some measure E an K from the E(5!)-sequence, 
(3) 5 = pz’ and _5?+ is an initial segment of Ult,,(&+,E,). 
We give only the briefest sketch of the proof, and only in the case n = 1. Compare 
&’ and (A,& V) as was done in the proof of Theorem 2.6, yielding O-maximal 
(pseudo-) iteration trees. An analysis of the various claims in the proof of Theorem 2.6 
shows that we can replace all uses of “4 is l-sound by “v = (xc)& = n(V), & is 
(K + I)-sound, and no extender on the M-sequence has critical point K”, to get the 
same conclusions, We leave the details to the reader. 
The last possibility in this modified condensation result is ruled out exactly as 
before: V # pf’. The first two possibilities yield, exactly as in the above arguments, 
that 9 = (d(V))“‘, where by (d(V))“+ we mean JL+‘s version of the singularizing 
structure d(V) for V. By the coherence of E, J? and JV agree below Ih(F). But 
lb(F) > v > V and _!4!+ E J/‘, since L?’ has size V in J%‘. So by the agreement of Jz! and 
_A’-, we get, in fact, that 9 = A(V) in L[E]. 
Claim 7. With V e C, alzd 71:$ + AZ as above, rO(V) and 71- l(rO(v)) are each CO- 
dejnable from each other over 2, with no additional parameters. Moreover, 
(A! = Jv A II’#p<) * (2 = Jv-(ii) A f&p:). 
Proof. In all cases, 9 is (K + l)-sound . Thus, the fact that n- ‘(pf) - {K} is l-solid 
over 9 means that n-‘(pf - {K)) = p: - {K}. Nate that K is definable over Jf, and 
so, whenever V < OR”, K is definable over 9 by a bounded formula with parameter 
(4. 
Case A. tc E p.f and 2? = J(V). Then, since IC E p;“, it must be that J&? = JV. Because 
L? is l-sound, K E H:(~wp:), and so K E H;//(~un(p.T)). Since K E pf, 
Hence, K E x(pf) and z-‘(rO(v)) = rO(S). 
Case B. K E p.;” and 9 # N(V). Then, since 9 is an ultrapower of X (V) by a measure 
with critical point K, we have that IC#P: and V < ORj. Thus rO(v) = (p.:, v), and 
r&) = <p:,v> = (n-l(~f) - (~},n-~(v)). 
Case C. K $pf and J&Z = JV. The case hypothesis and clause (ii) in the definition of 
C, imply that K E HF”’ (~upf). Therefore, KEH:(JCU(~: - {K})). But then 9 = JV (V) 
and ~#pf, so that r&) = n-‘(rO(v)). Note that this takes care of the ( +) direction in 
the second clause of the claim. 
Case D. rc$pf and JZY # N. Here ro(B) = (p:, V), and ~-~(r~(v)) is either equal to 
r&), or to (pfu{K},?). 
Finally, to see the ( e) direction of the second clause of the claim, suppose that 
~$pf and that _?? = N(V). Then K is Z,-definable over 1 with parameters from ICUP:, 
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hence C,-definable over J# with parameters from KU(P.: - {K> ). This means that 
,&! = .N and that ~$p.:. 0 
Claim 8. With VE C, and 71: 2 + .A? as above, k(i) 2 k, and for all i < k, dl = di. 
Proof. Recall our situation. There is some x (which we do not know to be unique) 
such that 
V = vnH:‘(cwr(v)), 
D = sup(ORnHr‘r(aur(v))), 
and 
.M(V) = 2f~~‘“(liur(V)), 
with rr the inverse transitive collapse. Since V E C,, Claim 7 applies. We have that 
?>dt> ... >dz,andbyClaims2and4,& ... <avanda!> ... >of.Letusfix 
r by making the additional assumption that CI is as large as possible with 
V = vnH:(ctur(v)). Then, the computations in the proofs of Claims l-4 show that 
u < r’: and (T > 0’: (just let a play the role of al+ I, V the role of dY+ 1, and G that of o;+ 1 ). 
The proof of Claim 8 is by induction. 
We have that H:“‘(YlUri(C)) = Hf’“(&Uri(V)). We also have that 
g > 0: = sup(ORnH:(aluri(v))), SO that H~~‘“(&uri(v)) = H:““(&uri(v)). There- 
fore dl = ~up(vuH:~“’ (CtlUt+i(V))) = SUp(VU~P’“‘(atUri(v))). 
So if we show that H:“‘((cc[, + l)uri(i)) is cofinal in G, then d: = dl as desired. 
It is equivalent to show that H.ttu((~i + l)uri(v)) is cofinal in in. Recall that 
H:((& + l)uri(v)) is cofinal in V, and that H~(~uri(v)) = H.~“(Cturi(v)) is cofinal in 
V. Note first that c$EHf”‘(c-zur(v)), as cl: is definable as the least a’ such that for 
some ordinal 5, H.:‘5((a’ + l)uri(v)) has a member > dV. So suppose that 
yeinH~~t"(cwr(v)). There is a C,-Skolem term z such that for some parameter 
a E [xy]““, and ordinals y’ < 5, we have that y < y’ = rHtr[a,cci,ri(v)] < v. Therefore, 
the least such a, y’, 5 for our given z and y are in I+:‘” (cwr(v)); in particular, we have 
examples with a E [LX:] <w, 5 < o, and y’ < 6. But then Y’E H.:‘“((cl~ + l)uri(v)). There- 
fore, H:“((cI:. + l)uri(v)) is cofinal in 3, as desired. 0 
Finally, we are in a position to check the coherence of the C,‘s. So suppose that 
5 is a limit point of C,. Then for all or’ < aH:(cr’ur(v)) = Hf’“(a’ur(v)) = 
H”““(cc’ur@)). Therefore D,n? = Dt. Since C,ni; is cofinal in V, so is D,nG, and 
therefore D,n? = D,. By the second clause of Claim 7, clause (ii) in the definition of 
C, applies to v if and only if it applies to V. And if v’ E D,n? as witnessed by tl’, and 
g’ = sup(ORnHf(c!ur(v)) and 0” = sup(ORnH-f’“‘(a’ur(i)), then H:‘“‘(v’ur(v)) = 
Hffv”“‘(v’ur(s)), and so C, is the same tail of D, as C,nV is of D,nt, That is, 
C,,nG= CT. 0 
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We shall extract a lemma from the proof of the theorem, from which a stronger 
theorem will follow. The lemma will be used again in Section 5. Let K be any cardinal 
of L[E], and let r, be the collection of ordinals v such that K < v < K+ and 
Jf k Vy IyI d K. For v E f,, let p(v) be the least B such that v is singular over jO. For 
an arbitrary premouse 9 and ordinal v’, let us say that (9, v’) satisfies (*) if at least one 
of the following conditions holds: 
(a) ~7 2 v’, 
(b) B is passive, that is, it has no last extender, 
(c) (b’ )” > v’, 
(d) 9 is type III, with C” 3 v’ (recall that C” is the supremum of the generators of the 
last extender P”). 
Let rLull be the collect@ of v E 1” such that (f B(Vj, v) satisfies (*). Note that if K 6 the 
least measurable of L[E], then r;“,, = r,. We shall see that ri”,, is the largest 
collection of v < K+ to which the proof of Theorem 2.9 applies. For an arbitrary v E r,, 
is the only way that v$ dO($P(yj) is possible if yscV, is type III with CYfltVl = K; this is 
clearly ruled out if v E r&II. Thus, for v E rcull, it makes sense to define n(v) to be the 
least n such that v is &singular over &‘o(~DcV,), X(v) = &‘,,(+ l(~B(yj), and 
M(v) = Ult,-JJr’-(v),E), where E is either E, for the least q such that 
q~(v,/?(v)]ndom@) and crit(E,) = K, or E = 8 if no such q exists. 
Lemma 2.10. For every K, q '(T&~,) holds in Z,[Z]. 
Proof. Fix some VET:“,,, and put fl= /?( v , ) n = n(v), M = J+‘+(V), and _&Y = 4!(v). 
Also, let A+ be the premouse with & = &‘&%‘+). We shall refer to the proof of 
Theorem 2.9 throughout. 
There are two key uses there of the assumption that IC is < the least measurable in 
the proof of 2.9. The first, already discussed above, is to ensure that v c &‘,,( yDcy,). As 
noted before, v E r&,1 suffices to conclude this. Claims l-6 hold as stated there, with 
the same proofs, as does the discussion on the solidity witnesses for J?, immediately 
preceding the definition of C,. So we may define C, for v E ri”,, exactly as was done in 
2.9, although we must still argue the coherence. 
Recall the situation in Claim 6. is a C,-elementary embedding of 2 into 4 which 
satisfied all conditions for being an almost Cl-embedding as witnessed by h, k, and 9, 
save that k is not known to be cofinal in p +’ in the case where n = 0 and Jz! is an 
active, type II premouse. 2 was the transitive collapse of a Z‘,-hull in M 10 of 5 and 
some parameter, and K < V = crit(n) < v. In the situation there, that 7~ was an almost 
Cl-embedding followed from Claim 6, because we knew that (b’)“’ 3 v. Without 
having (b’ ).*I+ 2 v = crit(n), the conclusion of our condensation Theorem 2.8 could 
fail. In particular, if n = 0 and JZ is a type II premouse with (p’).& < v, then P” is not 
an extender over J?, since it measures only $“-many subsets of b” = $“, while 
(8’)” = (fi’)“; so, in this bad case, 3! is not even a ppm. 
Now, since v E r;“,,, (yP, v) satisfies (*). Since A+ is an ultrapower of $@, (A’, v) 
satisfies (*), in fact, whichever of (a)-(d) holds for (yD,v) also holds for (&“,v). 
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Therefore, we can indeed conclude from Claim 6 that rr is an Cl-embedding of Z? 
into A+. 
Let ?I : Al+ -+ A’+ be the lift of x; so Z! = &,, _ I (22’). The condensation arguments of 
the proof of 2.9 show, once again, that K(P) = yP8(G), and that 3! is either ZZ~~-~(%~~~,) 
or Ult,(r;B,_ i(y,&, E) for the shortest total-on-jP(,, extender from E with 
crit(E) = K. By the elementarity of ?c, (5!+, V) satisfies (*), exactly as (A’, v) does. Since 
S + is, at worst, an ultrapower of &$, _ 1 ( fpcy,) by a measure at K, ( $BCvj, V) satisfies (*) as 
well. But then V E T&ii. 
With this, the coherence of the sequence (C,Ilim ri”ii) follows exactly as 
before. 0 
Theorem 2.11. Suppose that L[E] is a weasel all of whose levels are iterable. Let I be 
the least cardinal which, in L[E], is measurable of a-order A++. Then for all K < 1, 
q K holds in L[z]. 
Proof. Let K be given. Our assumption guarantees that the set of /I E dam@) such that 
crit(Eg) < K is bounded in K+. Let y be such a bound. Then r, - y = r&i - y and, as 
a consequence of the previous lemma, q :(Th”,,, - y) holds. Since r, - y is club in K+, 
the theorem follows. 0 
We close this section with a discussion of the limitations of the method exposed 
above (essentially Jensen’s method), for obtaining square sequences in inner models. 
Work in L [E], and fix some measurable cardinal II of Mitchell order A+ +. Let S be the 
set of v between ,4+ and A++ such that E, is a measure on A. As Magidor observed, 
relative to the existence of a cardinal ;i such that 1 is @(I)-hypermeasurable, it is 
consistent hat S is stationary in A+ +. If S is stationary in 1+ ‘, then r& is not club in 
2 ‘+, and the argument given in the proof of Theorem 2.11 breaks down. Thus, if we 
are to prove that q 1+ holds, we need a way of defining C, when veS. 
Through the end of this section, we use the notation established in the proofs of 
Theorem 2.9 and Lemma 2.10. Note that, for any K, the definition of the q :(Th”,,i)- 
sequence which we obtained satisfies the following additional uniformities: 
(1) ?ElimC, * n(i) = n(v), 
(2) C, is r CnCvj+ i,,-definable over yPcy) without parameters, uniformly for v E rhKull. 
To see (2), note that C, is Z7,-definable over A(v) from parameters which are 
first-order definable over 4(v). We are being lazy here in computing the exact 
complexity of the definition of C,; what is important is that it is a fixed integer greater 
than n(v). 
Now suppose that v is any element of the set S defined above. Then p(v) = v, and 
v has cofinality A+ as witnessed by the r Cp set 
(y136 < A+ EVn([A+]?&Jf+I - .Jf} 
(see the remark at the end of Chapter 1 of [15]). So all the projecta of $V equal A+ and 
all the standard parameters are empty. 
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Claim. There is no set D which is club in v of order type A+, with the additional property 
that there is somejxed integer k such that, for all limit points V of Du{v}, VnD is 
.&-definable without parameters over yDCV,. 
The claim brings out a serious constraint on the possibility of extending Theorem 
2.11, and is to be viewed in contrast with (1) and (2) above. In order to prove the claim, 
we borrow a fact which will not be established until the proof of Theorem 5.1, namely 
that there is an Y CT;-definable (without parameters) unbounded normal function 
6 bvb from a club subset r of 1’ into vnr,, with the property that 
6 E r 3 n(6) = n(vd). The exact complexity of the map 6 H vs is somewhat less than 
r blob, but this will not be important. 
Proof. Suppose that the claim is false, as witnessed by D c v and some keo. Let 
_4! = Z’{J’;~(~), and let rc : A’ -+ 2” be the inverse transitive collapse. There is no 
significance to the “99” above ~ we are just being sloppy in our calculations. Let 
6 = crit(rc). Then 6 = p&g8 = (A’)” and p’ k//f99 = 1. It follows from Theorem 1.1 that 
4 = 20ca,, and that n(6) = 99. 
The set /i = {c?E~I v,ElimD} is club in A+, and the statement that J.+ is a limit of 
points in /i has complexity less than r C k + 99 over 2”. Therefore, since crit (rc) = 6 and 
rc is r Ck+ 99-elementary, 6 is a limit point of A. So SE A. Then, since 6 E r, 
n(va) = n(6) = k + 99. But, since vd is a limit point of D, Dnvs is a subset of v6 of order 
type less than A+ which is a r C,-definable over J?~(~~). This means that n(va) 6 k; 
a contradiction. 0 
3. Dodd condensation 
The main results of this section are due to Steel. They were inspired by some 
unpublished work of Dodd. The point here is to bring out how the squash of type III 
ppm, as defined in [ 151, is a particular instance of a general method for coding a ppm 
by an amenable predicate. Fix, for the rest of this section, an active ppm -1”L, with F the 
last extender of J%!, and p = crit(F). 
If 5 < lb(F) and t e [lb(F) - [I’“, then we take Fl(&t) to mean {(a, X)E 
F(aE[lutlCW A x E JC4}. This is, perhaps, slightly different from the usual definition. 
Ofcourse, when 5 3 (p’)“, then Fr(&t) = {(a,x}EFlaE[<ut]CW). 
We say that an ordinal r < lb(F) is an F-generator elative to a given parameter t iff 
5 # [b,f]f for any f: [PI’“’ -+ p, ~EIJ%I, and bE[<utlCW. As with the notion it 
generalizes, this depends solely on F, and not on J%‘. 
Let S-’ = s = {sO > ... > sk} E [OR”]‘” be as long as possible with si 3 (,u’) 
JZ and si the largest F-generator elative to s ) i. So, if _M is not &Z is type II, then s = 0. 
If type II, then s0 = V - 1, and si, should it exist, is the largest 5 > (pLf )” such 
that { is an F-generator relative to {so}; it is easy to see that if s1 exists, then s1 < s0 
and so on. 
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Let P’ = z be the supremum of (p’)” and the F-generators relative to s. So r is 
a limit cardinal. 
By “F ~(zus)” (the quotes are part of the notation) we mean F I coded as 
a subset of J;“, is with names in J;” replacing elements of s. For concreteness, fix 
a recursive sequence (& ... Si ... ) of distinct elements of HF (the hereditarily finite 
sets) which are not ordinals, and put “F I(ws~ equal to 
{(aut,x))3{i0 < ... <i,,,} G Isl(t = {S,‘.‘Si,,,} A(UU{sio...si,>,x)EF)}. 
Let &Pz be the structure (J;‘, E, &” IT, “F r(tus)“). This is the “Dodd squash” of 
.,4Z; when JV? is type III, s = 8, T = V?, and &“* = ~2”~. Recall that the squash of a type 
III ppm is amenable; we will show this to be true of the Dodd squash of certain ppm’s, 
not necessarily of type III. 
Note that all of 4 can be recovered from JP by taking an ultrapower and deriving 
an extender of the correct length. This indicates that .9’( .Q’)nr Z:(x) E &““’ (a,f), 
where [a,f]f”‘ ,(rvs) = (i)‘K, x), and Z:“‘(x) E Y 2:(x, z, s). There are natural candidates 
for showing that the inclusions above are proper (i.e., this is unknown). In this sense, 
definability over a squashed ppm is more powerful than over the ppm itself. 
Note also that pi (&) < z, and that p.: d iex s, as “F 1 (TVS)” is a subset of J;” which 
is Y +X,-definable over 4 in the parameter {r>us. 
Lemma 3.1 (Steel). T is a cardinal of A. 
Proof. Otherwise z > (p’)” and is a limit of F-generators relative to s. Moreover, 
there is some a E [TUS]<~ and f: [p]‘“’ -+ Pp in IJ%’ 1 such that [a,f]$’ : IT~‘~-w T. Let 
&(U) =f(~~.~u(i))(,-(il,uuii) ). Then every 5 < T is [au{[j,g&’ for some [ < (~1.~. 
But then max(lzla\s) < t is a bound on the F-generators relative to s below T; a 
contradiction. !J 
Theorem 3.2 (Steel). Suppose .A is a l-sound, l-small, 0-iterable premouse. Then the 
following hold. 
(A) For i < k,Fi =d,-F r(siusli)E(&‘(. 
(B) For 5 < t,F~(~us)~IAj. 
The theorem is to be viewed and used in various ways. We discuss some of these 
before giving its proof. 
First of all, the conclusion of the theorem can be viewed as a strengthening of the 
initial segment condition. 
By the theorem, r is the least ordinal t’ with the property that 3 E[OR”]<~ 
F I (r’ut)+!lAl. Note the analogy with the projectum. 
Also, s is the least parameter s’ such that F I (zus’)#lAI. So s is analogous to the 
standard parameter, and (Fi I i d k) to its solidity witness. Thus, the theorem is 
analogous to 8.1 of [lS]; this also motivates its proof. 
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These properties of z and s are preserved in iterations (at least if we iterate at the 
“squashed” level whenever possible to ensure “continuity” at z). 
However, the defining properties of r and s would not be. For example, suppose 
U is a measure with critical point K on the .&-sequence, with z < rc < sk. Let Jtlc, be 
the &h iterate of 4 by (the image of) U. Then ~$2 1= K, and P* = sup( {K,, 1 n < co}). 
Note that (A) fails in A,,, and (B) fails in Aw above; of course, these structures are 
not l-sound. Thus, the l-soundness hypothesis is not superfluous, at least if 0s exists. 
From the proof of the theorem, we may see that the failure of the theorem’s conclusion 
(for some l-small, 0-iterable premouse 4) entails the existence of 0”. 
All this indicates that a fine-structure based on Jll”9s might be developed, giving 
a uniform approach to Sections 2 and 3 of [15]. This is the approach taken in [lo], 
and in recent work of Jensen (both working below 0s). 
Our main uses of the theorem will be in the proof of q ,*; in the case 
~1 < pr(M) = K < z it offers an amenable structure over which to singularize (K+ )“; 
when K = r, conclusion (B) will tell us what the standard parameter is in certain 
ultrapowers by fragments of F. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 (A). The least counterexample i to (A) is > 0 by the initial 
segment condition. Let 9 = Ult(+@, Fi) and Z? = Ult(M, F), and let j: d + 9 and 
k : 9 -+ 22 be the natural maps. 
Let &” be the unique candidate for a premouse with the following properties: 
l OR’ = [{so},id+]g = k-‘((s,)+)” ( recall that t-” = so + l), 
0 (I&-I, E,P) = 9 11 OR’<, 
l P,“’ = Ej 1 OR-+- (where Ej is the extender derived from j). 
This determines that p’“” = p and k’. = k-‘(ir”), but it does not seem to indicate 
a value for it.‘-. 
By the definition of si, OR.’ > crit(k) = si > (p+).” = (pL+ )“. 
Let tj = k 1 [Nl. By the coherence of F, $: IJVI + l.M1. In fact, since 
k(OR’j = OR”, as a map from ((.M 1, E, k”) to ( I_,&’ (,E, I?), $ is fully elementary. 
Claim 1. * is a cqhzl r Z‘, (3 - {Jo})- e ementary embedding of N into 4. 1 
Proof. For r] < OR.4- and BE ( .,V) with dam(B) = p, we have that 
(A, B, q) E P-’ iff A = Ejn( [r/l cg x ran B) 
iff Vu,x[(u,x)~A o ~E[Y]]<~ A 3a c p[a~j(B)(a) 
E u(p)]‘“’ AX =j(B)(cc)n[p]‘“‘]] 
iff V’a,x[(a,x)~$(A) 0 UE[$(~)]<W A 3a 
< p[ a E if(B)(a) c [i/(p)]‘“’ A x = if(B)(a)n[p]‘“l]] 
iff (+(A),B,Il/(tl))~fif 
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Because crit($) > (p’)“-, A and ,Y have the same maps B: p -+ P(p). For every 
such B, there corresponds unique A and A’ such that (A,& +“)EP.” and 
(A’,& \;.‘)EF. From the above calculation and the fact that $(C’ ) = k”, it follows 
that for a given B, the corresponding A’ is q(A). By weak amenability, for any given 
E < OR”, there is a map I3 such that the corresponding A’ has 6 .-rank greater than 
E. Therefore II/ is cofinal in ORH. 
By the proof of Lemma 2.4 of [lS], any r I,(_!? - {j}) can be written in the form 
IA, B, @(A B, rl) A K4, B, V, x)), 
where 0 is C1 (9 - {F, 1;}). Let x be such a formula. If &” IF x(x), then A? k x($(x)), 
the witnesses in A! being the image under $ of the witnesses in A”. Conversely, 
A + x($(x))) if there is some (A,B,q)e P,’ such that 
A + In’ 6 Ii/(s) M’(A = $(A)n( [s’] cm x ran B) A f&4’, B, q’, $(x))). 
But then there are A’ and q’ such that 
A’ = An([$]‘“xranB) 
and 
Since (A’, B, n’) E P,“, we have shown that JV t= x(x) 0 
The above claim and the proof of Lemma 2.5 of [15] imply that JV satisfies all 
conditions for being a premouse save possibly the initial segment condition on its last 
extender. 
Note that even if JV is a premouse, we do not know it to be l-sound, and hence 
cannot apply Theorem 1.1 with n = 0. 
Following the proof of Theorem 8.1 of [15], we build O-maximal (pseudo-) iteration 
trees @, 9, and Y with models A@, JV_ 1 = A, .Pa, and Jvh, by comparing A! with 
(A, .Af, si), and copying via I/I, giving maps $, : X= -+ JV~. 
So %! is a padded, O-maximal iteration tree with root A’,, = A? and models A0 for 
a such that 0 Q c( < lh %. We allow for the possibility that lh % = OR. F is a padded, 
O-maximal pseudo-iteration tree on the pair (J? 1,~0) = (A,M), with Rc, the 
“starting” model, and extenders with crit < si being applied to J?_ 1. 9 has models 
JV~ for c( such that - 1 < 0: < lh 9 = lh a. 5 is a padded iteration tree with root 
~V_,=~V.~hasmodels.&forcrsuchthat -lda<lh.Y=lh~=lh%?!.The 
tree structure T of Y is equal to the tree structure T of 5’. 
Y is the result of copying Y in the usual way, using the shift lemma, via the pair of 
maps (+_ 1, $0) = (id, +). @ and 3 are built by iterating the least disagreement 
between the current models at successor steps, and choosing cofinal wellfounded 
branches at limit steps. Note that such branches exist and are unique in @, as A! is 
a l-small, 0-iterable premouse with a last extender, and therefore meets the hypotheses 
of the strong uniqueness theorem. To justify the limit steps in the construction of .q, 
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we use the inductively maintained elementarity, commutativity, and agreement prop- 
erties of the maps (ll/= 1- 1 6 a < lh 5) to pull back the unique branches from 9 
to Y. 
If Y is any iteration tree or pseudo-iteration tree, and a + 1 < Ih(Y), then we shall 
often write or* for the predecessor of a + 1 in the tree ordering of 9’. 
The construction ends at a if one of Aa and SE is an initial segment of the other. 
Since .,V is not (yet) known to satisfy the initial segment condition, we must allow for 
the possibility that the comparison never ends. Nevertheless, we can show that it does 
end. 
Claim 2. The comparison terminates before A = IM( +. 
Proof. Otherwise, as in the proof of the comparison lemma in Section 7 of [15], we 
have a set d c [O,n)un{t I[ T/i} which is club in /1, such that whenever 
a+lEIO,/i)Crand~+lE{~l~~T/i} with(a*)“=(B*)rEd,Ezisaninitialsegment 
of E, missing from the 2,-sequence (or vice versa, which leads to the standard 
contradiction), and crit(&) = (/3*)r. But this means that the initial segment condition 
on & fails in .&, and hence that Orp and that EP is 6’-‘p and has critical point ~1. 
Hence, it is being applied to $_ 1 = A!. But (/I*)’ # - 1. 0 
Say the comparison is of length 6 + 1; let b = [O,&,C? = ((1 ~~~}u{~}, and 
c = [O,&. 
The usual arguments using the Dodd-Jensen lemma show that - 1 T 8 is imposs- 
ible, and that C = [O,Q cannot drop. 
Using that “FT is r C,-definable over X0 and (by assumption) not a member of M, 
we may, much as in the proofs of Claims 3 and 4 of the proof of Theorem 8.1 of [ 151, 
argue that de is an initial segment of _&, and that there is no dropping along b. 
Then, by the Dodd-Jensen lemma, WHO = Jo. 
Claim 3. JV satisjies the initial segment condition. 
Proof. .& = A0 satisfies the initial segment condition. The key is to show that the 
last initial segment of pup0 is in the range of &. Let p = +” - 1. Note that if p is not 
itself a limit of F’-“-generators, then the trivial completion of the last initial segment of 
P-” is on the M-sequence, indexed by p, because this holds up in & for P.” and $(p). 
So assume p is a limit of PA’-generators. Let y be the length of the trivial completion of 
p” 1 p. Then p < y < OR-‘. 
Observe that &e is r C1(Y-{j})-elementary, and has critical point > (1~‘)~‘. Let 
y* = sup&, “7). Then Y* d G,e(?). For 6 < (p’)“? = (P+).~#, i,,,(p,‘n 
([p]‘“x&-)) = P-‘On([;o&)]CW x $@) by the above-mentioned elementarity. 
Also, ?‘a = r&(p) + 1. Therefore, y* is the length of the trivial completion of the last 
initial segment of PV8@. 
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Suppose first that y* < i&(y). Then the cofinality of y* in J& is the critical point of 
an extender used along C; in particular, it is > (p’ ) ie. But since J& is a ppm, and y* is 
equal to the length of the last initial segment of ,;t’^ ,,, ._$i has a natural ( pf ) ra-sequence 
cofinal in y*. Therefore, y * = &&f). Also because. V. is a ppm, ;j* < OR r,. Therefore 
y<OR’. 
Now suppose that ..Y does not satisfy the initial segment condition. 
First suppose that p E dom(E’ ). Then 
.+” + 3(A,B,q)[fl(A,B,r1) A pedom(E) A 3a~Cr]‘“3x E [p]‘“’ 
[(U,X)EA - E:/‘tCJ,‘.&,‘)]]. 
This expression is r Z,(.Y-{t}), so it is preserved by iO,B. But this contradicts that 
the initial segment condition holds in J?>. 
The contradiction when p $fi’ is similar. 0 
We now know that $ and i& are r C,-elementary embeddings. 
Claim 4. A = K;,(N). 
Proof. Since p,i < si < crit(r&), we have that p,’ = p.:” = ~~~0. If we had 
crit(i&) < p.[‘, then we would have p,p > si, a contradiction; therefore 
crit(i$.O) > pf. The claim now follows by Lemma 4.7 of [15]. c] 
But this is impossible: if n : El(M) --, .N is the natural embedding, then $0 rc is an 
r C,-elementary embedding of J&’ into ~8 with critical point 2 pl(&), which cannot 
happen when J? is l-sound. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 (B). Suppose (B) fails. Then r > ( pf )” by Kunen’s lemma. Let 
4 be an F-generator relative to s, large enough to witness the failure of (B) and to 
ensure that i, ’ IS represented by a function and coordinates in J$ (this avoids our 
earlier problems with the initial segment condition). Without loss of generality, 
5 > (P’)“. 
Leting F r(<us) play the role of F r(sivsI i), the rest of the argument is just as 
above. 0 
4. More fine structure 
In this section we isolate certain lemmas which seem to be of some independent 
interest. These will be used in the subsequent section. The following lemma is really 
just a corollary to the proof of Theorem 3.2. It shows that at points in the construction 
of L[?f] where a “real enough” extender is being added, including a constant for its 
last initial segment in the language for taking cores was superfluous. 
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Lemma 4.1. Suppose that A! is a l-small, 0-iterable premouse. Let H be the 
r Z,(Y-{f})-hull of(p’)” in A. Then ~“EH. 
Proof. Let n: A? --) A! result from collapsing H to be transitive. Then rc is a cofinal 
rZ,(Y - {j})- e ementary embedding of X into &?. It is enough to show that X is 1 
a ppm, for then this elementarity of x would guarantee that 9” = rr(j@‘) EH. The 
calculations done in the proof of Lemma 2.5 of [lS] show that only the initial segment 
condition on the last extender of 2 is in question. Compare &Z and (_&Y, X, crit rr) as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.2. We will refer to the iteration tree on d as the “A-side”, 
and to the pseudo-iteration tree as the “Z-side”. As in Claim 2 of that proof, because 
(Q’ )” d crit n, the comparison terminates. By the Dodd-Jensen lemma, the S-side 
ends with final model following Z in its tree order, with no dropping along its main 
branch and with its final model an initial segment of the final model on the &‘-side. 
But now, as in Claim 3 of the proof of Theorem 3.2, the fact that X iterates to 
a premouse means that SF satisfies the initial segment condition. 0 
Of course, Lemma 4.1 is trivial when & is not of type II. Lemma 4.3 below concerns 
the taking of r Z,-hulls in type III ppm’s, and is proved similarly. The distinction 
between “r C, fine structure” over a ppm and the “q C, fine structure” over its squash 
is crucial in what follows. 
Definition 4.2. A premouse & is bicaudal iff &Z is a l-small, 0-iterable, type III 
premouse with P regular in A/. 
Recall that by Lemma 9.1 of [l 51, if & is a type III ppm with V regular in A, and if 
G is an extender over &? with crit(G) < i@, and if i is the ultrapower embedding 
from d to Ult,(A, G), then Ult,(&,G) is a type III premouse with 
tlJlt~(M,G) = it<") = supi "(I;AAY) and (Ult,(&, G)yq = Ult,(&“q, G). Moreover, 
i 1 [_A?1 is the ultrapower embedding of Ass into Ult,(&P, G). Thus, in this sense, 
a O-bounded iteration tree is equivalent o the same tree formed without squashing 
bicaudal premice before applying an extender. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose A? is a bicaudal premouse with p = $” and v = S.‘. 
(a) Suppose that 7~ is an r C,-elementary embedding oj” .X into A, and that 
(p(‘).” < critn. Then S is a bicaudal premouse with V = Cl(v). 
(b) If p;” 2 (u’)“, then pf is l-solid and i-universal over A. 
(c) If As9 is l-sound and pf > (u+).l, then A is l-sound. 
(d) With all of the assumptions above, if in addition Z is l-sound and crit K > pf‘, 
then either 2 is an initial segment of A!, or else crit rc = py E dom _I?‘” and A? is a proper 
initial segment of UltO(d, Ecritn). 
Remark. Theorem 8.1 of [ 151 says that pi *” is l-solid and l-universal over Asq. This 
should be compared with (b). Also, we do not see why rc 1 IsPql should be more than 
a &-elementary from Pq into &Ysq. 
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Proof of Lemma 4.3 First consider rt and YP as in (a). Our assumptions guarantee 
that x is a cofinal r Zi-elementary embedding from X into &!. This guarantees that 
there are no generators of P,” above L-” = z ’ (v), that i.” is the largest cardinal of 2, 
and that k” is regular in 2. We shall show that X satisfies the initial segment 
condition on F.“. From this, it will follow that if 5 < V, then (5+)u1’(~“.Py) < tie, and 
therefore that L” is the supremum of the generators of P”. More specifically, put 
M = (J$ , E, B-” [ ir.*, E’” 1 il ’ ); we will show that 2I is a sppm. All other conditions 
for .% to be a bicaudal premouse will follow from the stated elementarity of 71, as we 
shall see. 
Let Ou, Y and Y, be the (pseudo-) iteration trees resulting from our attempt to 
compare .A with (4, 2, crit rc) and copy to a tree on &! via 71. There is one slight 
difference in the way this should be done here: C,-ultrapowers of type III premice with 
regular i should be taken without squashing. We do this because, until we have shown 
Z to satisfy the initial segment condition, its squash is not suitably defined; in 
particular, we do not know Cu to be an amenable structure. However, our construction 
here is equivalent, in the sense of Lemma 9.1 of [15], to the usual construction. In 
particular, there is no problem generalizing the shift lemma and the Dodd-Jensen 
lemma to encompass uch trees. 
Because (p ’ ),” = (p+ 1” d crit rc, we see, as in Claim 2 of the proof of Theorem 3.2, 
that the comparison terminates. Say it is of length 8 + 1. Let b = [O,SIU, 
C = {[I <Te}u{0), and c = [0,0],. By the Dodd-Jensen lemma and soundness 
considerations. 
and 20 is an initial segment of MB. 
Now, because ir” is regular in 2, we have that & r1’i!l1 is a 4 C,-elementary 
embedding of % into the sppm (2@,Sq. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 of [15], 2I is a sppm. 
Because 7c : SF --) At is r C,-elementary, and because, by the proof of Lemma 2.4 of 
[15], there is an rQ,-formula expressing that “/3 H j3’ represents OR in the ‘ultra- 
power by p, we have that P” is the trivial completion of P” I\;“. Thus, X is the 
unique type III ppm whose squash is Cu. 
.Y? is a l-small premouse since 7c is elementary on its levels and rc(p”) = p. Any 
ill-behaved O-bounded simple iteration tree on .# can be copied to an ill-behaved 
O-bounded simple iteration tree on ,K via rr. Thus, since _&/ is 0-iterable, so is X. 
Therefore YE is bicaudal. 
This finishes (a). For (b) we must refer to the proof of Theorem 8.1 of [15], as it 
applies to d’ in the case k = 0. There, we had a 4 ,X,-hull in As4 witnessing the 
supposed failure of either the l-solidity or l-universality of p.:“, whose transitive 
collapse, call it Hsq here, was compared with &Pq. The comparison terminated 
because both Asq and Xsq satisfied the initial segment condition on all of their 
extenders. Notice that the hull forming .Pq was, in all cases, transitive below p.r. So 
we run the analogous argument here. 
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Suppose that pi” = (a0 > ‘.. > ai). Let CX~+ 1 = pi” and let i be least such that 
Th;K(CliU{ao .‘. Cl:- I}) = the r Cr-theory of cCiu(Cro ...Cli_ 1) coded as a subset of Cli, is 
not an element of A. Let Y? = X~(CriU{~o ... CQ- I >) and let z: .Y? -+ A be the inverse 
transitive collapse. Then, since A’ is a bicaudal premouse, &’ is too, by (a). Now 
compare A’ and X as we did in the proof of (a). This comparison terminates; all the 
other arguments in the proof of Theorem 8.1 of [15] carry over, almost verbatim, to 
this setting. 
Now for (c). Let r = pi”, q = pi”‘“, and p = &‘. Recall that p;““ < p. Put 
X = flr’(pur) and let n: X + A be the inverse transitive collapse. Then, by (a), 
3? a bicaudal premouse. By Theorem 8.1 of [lS], p.r” is l-solid and l-universal over 
2’4, and p.y is l-solid and l-universal over ,A?. By part (b), p7 is l-solid and 
l-universal over X, and pi’ is l-solid and l-universal over .A?. By Lemma 2.8 of [ 151, 
since n tp = id, p.7 = p and p;’ = n-‘(r). 
We now continue the argument begun in (a), with this X and rc. Using the fact that 
Th;YB(purO,e(pl”)) is not an element of ,A, we see that A, = se, and that b does not 
drop. 
Because v is regular in A%‘, & 1 I&P91 is an iteration of Asq to (A&‘~)“~; it is the map 
along the main branch of the tree got from % by iterating at the squashed level as 
usual. Likewise, because C,* is regular in Z, & r lXsql is an iteration map from Xsq 
into (se)““. Thus, because crit &B > p 3 p.:“, we have that P~“B = p.yO = p and 
P1 ,“Y= p.T”= p”. Since all extenders on @ have length at least p, it must be that 
crit & > p, as otherwise p.p > p. Moreover, by the preservation of l-solidity, 
iz,B(p.:‘4) = pf?= &,(p,““). If XEJAY~I, then by the l-soundness of A’sq, for some 
aEIP.r]<O and some G E SK,, x = a~““[ii, q]. Then, by the l-soundness of &‘, there 
is some fiE[p]‘” and some TESTY such that a”‘q[&p,y] = t”[fl,p:]. By the 
elementarity of FO,e and i&, x = ~“[p,r]. Thus, every element of Asq is r C1- 
definable from Y and parameters below p in A. Now (c) follows, since .A is the 
r Z,-hull of lAsql in A’. 
Finally, (d). We have rc : SF -+ A with crit rc > pF and X a l-sound premouse. 
By (c), A? is l-sound as well. Continue the comparison begun in the proof of (a). Each 
claim in the proof of Theorem 2.6, taken literally (that is, without translating r Zi to 
q Ci), applies here. Note that it is not possible that H = Ult,(,$/, E) for any E with 
crit(E) = pr, because then Z would not be l-sound; this makes the arguments 
somewhat easier (in fact, it makes it just like the proof of Theorem 1.1). 0 
The following two lemmas have a somewhat counterintuitive ring to them. Con- 
sider, for example, some E, which is a total extender over L[E], such that the set of 
generators of E, has order type or. Let p = crit(E,) and v = v(E,), and put A?’ = $a”. 
One can show that v = (cl”), so that A is bicaudal. Because v is definably singular 
over A!, as witnessed by the set of generators, of E,, it follows that v is collapsed to 
have cardinality p’ definably over A. The conclusion to Lemma 4.5 implies that 
v gets cofinality o definably over A. But that is absurd, since v has cofinality wl. 
Notice however, that the set of generators of E, is only r f7,-definable over yt; we 
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have not met the hypothesis of Lemma 4.5 that p.: < v. The lemmas will be used in the 
next section to see that certain cases in the proof of weak square are trivial. 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose A! is a l-sound, l-small, 0-iterable, type II premouse. Let s = sff 
and z = +’ (the parameters for the Dodd squash of A), and u = t.P’. Suppose that 
t > (p+ )” and that p1 (.A) < z. Then there is a canonical x E [r] CO such that H,:D’(x) is 
cofinal in 7. 
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that J@ is a bicaudal premouse with v = C@’ and p = $“. Assume 
that ./Pq is l-sound, and that (p’) < p.f/ < v. Then there is a canonical XE [v]‘” such 
that H:“(x) is cofinal in v. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Say F = P.“. Let x E [z] <‘” have the following properties: 
1. PI(JuEX, 
2. there is somefEJ> such that (pl(&),i,.‘) = [xus,,f]$‘, 
3. sEH.:(xup~(~)). 
Let (T = sup(znH;//“(x)). We must show that o = z. Put Z? = A?= j G. Let 2 be the 
de- Dodd squash of 3 (take an ultrapower and derive an extender of the appropriate 
length from the ultrapower embedding) and let rc be the natural embedding of 2 into 
A?, namely the restriction to I_$?!) of the embedding from ult(J:, F 1 (aus)) into 
ult(J$, F). The interpretations for p, if, i, and s’ in _9 are just the inverse images of the 
corresponding points under n. By construction, i” = 0, but it is not apparent (nor 
relevant) that z(g) = z, even if r happens to be in the range of 7~. 
Claim. n is an r .?I,-elementary embedding of 9 into A, and 9 is a ppm. 
Proof (sketch). Let it = id / Ii!!\. Then ?c is an almost Z,-embedding of E into A’/.. 
Using the amenability of A? we can, as in Chapter 3 of [ 151, express the fact that A?‘, 
is the Dodd squash of a ppm in a way that it preserves. The claimed elementarity of 
n follows from that of il, using the canonical representation for fragments of the last 
extender as given in the proof of Lemma 1.1 of [ 151. 0 
But notice that (T 2 (cl’ )“. This implies that 7c is cofinal, hence r Z1 elementary. 
Now 191 = H:(oun-l(s)). The elementarity of n and conditions (2) and (3) guarantee 
that \_?!I = H:(oup,(M)). But by condition (l), g > pl(&!). Since A’ is a-sound, 
n = id as desired. q 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. By Lemma 4.3(c), A is l-sound. Let XE [v]‘” have the 
following properties: 
1. p.:E:x, 
2. there is somefEJ$ such that v = [xus]~, 
3. p.: E J&,X,. 
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Let 0 = sup(vnZ?r(x)). As before, we must show that 0 = v. Let 
Y = Ulte(J;“,F), and .!? = UltO(J$,F rg). Let i:J$ +@ and $:@+S be the 
natural embeddings. By condition (2), v is in the range of Ic/. Let G be the extender of 
length Cr = (I+-‘(v)+)~ derived from the map i. Let 2 be the structure 
(Jf, E, l? f 5, G), where G is defined as in [lS] to be the set of triples (a, b, 6) such that 
6 < Cc, b is a function in Jf with dam(b) = K, and a = Gn([G]‘” x ran(b)). Put, also, 
fi” = p and +” = II/- ’ (v). The argument of Lemma 1.1 of [ 151, Kunen’s lemma, shows 
that d is a weakly amenable structure. 
Let rc = II/ 1 [LitI. Then rc is an r &-elementary embedding of 2 into 4 with 
crit n > 0 > (p’)“, and therefore a cofinal r Zi-elementary embedding. By Lemma 
4,3(a), 2 is a bicaudal premouse with it’ = Y’(V). Since cr is the supremum of the 
generators of G, rr(g) = v. But then 2 = H:(o) = Z+:(o) = A, the first equality 
because (T = ir”, the second because of the elementarity of n, and the last by conditions 
(1) and (3) governing our choice of x, together with the fact that & is l-sound. This 
means that rc is the identity, as desired. 0 
5. Between 0: and q , 
Jensen introduced the principles 0% and 0: in [9] (see also [3,4]). We begin this 
section by introducing a hierarchy of related principles. 
Definition 5.1. Let 1 d IC be cardinals. Let q ,,~ be the statement asserting the exist- 
ence of a sequence (9” ( v ~lim(ic, K+ )) such that for all v E lim(k-, K+), 
I. 1 ,< card9” < 3,, 
II. For all C ER,,, 
(a) C is a closed, unbounded subset of v, 
(b) o.t. C 6 K, 
(c) if V is a limit point of C, then Cni~9~. 
The definition of q K, <I is obtained by replacing clause I above by 1 d card FV < 1. 
Notice that q K is equivalent o q K, 1 and that q ,* is equivalent o q K+. Our first goal 
will be to prove the following theorem, which will be used in the application to PFA in 
the next section. 
Theorem 5.2. Let K be a limit cardinal, and suppose that 2 = cf”(rc). Then q ,,~ holds in 
I/ wheneuer (K + )” = (K + )LcE1. 
It is known that if K is regular and GCH holds then q ,* holds. Applying Theorem 
5.2 with I/ = L[E] shows that L[E] satisfies 0: at every cardinal K of L[E]. In fact, 
stronger forms of q ,* hold in L[E], as the next two theorems show. 
Theorem 5.3. L[E] satisjies “o,.~~ holds for every cardinal K”. 
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Definition 5.4. o’(a) = sup{ fl( crit ,Fp = LX}. Note that oE(a) may equal OR. When the 
context is clear, we write o(a) for #(u). 
Theorem 5.5. L[z] satisfies “ifs is a cardinal and p = card( (2 < K 1 o(l) 2 K+ }), then 
q K.1 +a holds”. 
Theorem 5.3 should be compared with Corollary 6.4 of the next section. As 
a corollary to Theorem 5.5, if 0” does not exist, then •~,~ holds at every K in the core 
model. It is not known if q ,, 2 implies q ,, nor is it known if q K holds in the core model 
if we assume that 0” does not exist.’ The proof of Theorem 5.2 will rely on a much 
more technical result, Lemma 5.6. After stating and proving Lemma 5.6, and proving 
Theorem 5.2, we shall state and prove another very technical result, Lemma 5.7. The 
proof of Lemma 5.7 will be a modification of the proof of Lemma 5.6. Lemmas 5.3 and 
5.5 will be immediate corollaries to Lemma 5.7. In the next section, Lemma 5.7 will be 
used again, directly, in the application to stationary reflection. 
In the statements of Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7, we are attempting to record as much of the 
nonfine structural combinatorial structure of L[E] as possible. As such, the state- 
ments may seem a bit daunting to the reader. That it may give some comfort, the 
functions D, M, e, and Z in the statement of Lemma 5.6 are completely determined by 
the functions %? and A. 
Lemma 5.6. Assume V = L[?j is a weasel, all of whose levels are iterable, and that K is 
a cardinal. Let LC be the set of limit cardinals less than K. There arejiunctions $2, D, M, e, 
A, and Z, such that for every v E lim(K, K+). the following hold: 
I. 
II. 
(a) 3aE{O}uLC 3nECo(%?(v,t(,n)J). 
(b) M(v) is the least a such that for some n E co, %(v, a, n) 1. Moreover, there exists 
a unique n such that %?(v, M(v), n) 1, and if M(v) = 0, then g(v, 0,O) 1. 
(c) Vn E oqv, n) = {U E LC I %?(v, a, n) 11. 
(d) e(v)E[ic+]40. 
(e) For all n E o, (A(v, n, i) ) {E e(v)) is a partition of D(v, n) intojnitely many closed 
subsets of K, and for a E D(v, n), Z(v, a, n) is the unique c E e(v) such that a E A(v, n, 0. 
Whenever %‘(v, a, n) is defined, we have that 
(a) %(v, a, n) is a closed unbounded subset of v. 
(b) 0.t. %‘(v, a, n) < K. 
(c) If ~~lirn V(v, a, n), then %?(V, a, n) is defined and %‘(v, a, n)nv z %?(V, a, n); 
moreover, if a = n = 0, then %‘(v, O,O)n? = %(v, 0,O). 
Since this paper was written, Jensen has shown that (1) if there is a Mahlo cardinal, then oo1,2 + 1 q ,, 
holds in a forcing extension, and (2) if On does not exist, then 0, holds at all K in the core model. It is still 
open if 0, holds in the core model for one Woodin cardinal. 
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III. IfSEe and M, /?EA(v, n, i) - {M(v)}, 
then c1 < /I * g(v, c(, n) 5 %Y(v, B, n). 
IV. aeD(v, n) - {M(V)) * 0.t. %f(v, a, n) < a+. 
V. Suppose that M(v)ED(v, n) - (0). Then 
(a) 0.t. %(v, M(v), n) = M(v)+. 
(b) Nv, n, z(v, M(v), n)) = {M(v)}. 
(c) VnlVB <M(v) Yv’ > v, v$%(v’, p, m). 
Remark. Condition II(c) may seem strange in that we have replaced equality, in the 
usual coherence condition, by mere inclusion. It seems that equality does not hold for 
the V we shall define, although perhaps it would not be too hard to arrange. This 
weakening made it easier to verify condition III. Deriving Theorem 5.2 as a corollary 
to Lemma 5.6 involves inductively redefining this system, in order to extract a (fully 
coherent) q *-sequence. 
Proof of Lemma 5.6. While the statement of the theorem involves many functions, as 
noted above, all are determined from %Y and A. We say a few words about the 
organization of the proof. First, we shall define U(v, a, n) for the least a for which there 
is an LEO such that U(v, a, n)J. By II(b), M(v) is defined to be this least a, and there is 
exactly one corresponding n. 
The definition of %?(v, M(v), n) is broken up into three cases. The first case deals with 
v which can be singularized in the method of Section 2, the “hull method”. For such v, 
we shall have M(v) = 0. Clause I(b) prescribes then, that n = 0, that is, that the unique 
n such that U(v, 0, n) 1 is 0. 
The second case will deal with those v which are seen to have confinality w, 
“trivially”, by Lemma 4.4. Here, again, we shall have that M(v) = 0, and that 0 = the 
unique n such that %?(v, 0, n)l. 
The third and final case will deal with v which are not covered by the preceding two 
cases. These v will have the property that fBcvj is active, with K the ordinals of its 
Dodd squash. M(v) will be the critical point of Epcvj, and n will be the length of its 
Dodd parameter s = Sdll*l. %?(v, M(v), 1 s I) will be a certain collection of K+‘S in 
ultrapowers by fragments of EBtVj ~(Kus), that is, by 
E~(“)n([KuS]<W x Jf) 
for certain 6 E(M(v), M(v))+). Our results of Sections 224 will come together to help us 
identify 90(V) for limit points V of %?(v, M(v), ) s I) as the “lift” of the singularizing 
structure for 6 by the corresponding fragment. 
Finally, in all cases we shall define %‘(v, a, n) for certain a > M(v) and n E w. These. 
will try to anticipate the possibility that v E ‘+?(v’, M(v’), n’) for some v’ fitting into the 
third case above. Of course, we must then also anticipate that v E G??(v’, a  n’) for some 
v’ > v and a’ > M(v’). Now to the proof. 
Work in L[E] and fix a cardinal K. We shall define a partial function V with 
domain contained in Lim T,x({O}uLC)xw, for some closed unbounded r, c (K, K+), 
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which will collapse to the function whose existence is asserted by the theorem, under 
the natural identification between rk and (K, K'). In particular, when defined, 
%?(v, CI, n) will be a small closed unbounded subset of rK. Of course, the associated 
functions D, e and A will also be defined relative to rK. 
For any cardinal p, let rlc consist of those limit ordinals 6 < pf such that 
Jf k VyIy\ < p. For 6 E rp, let #I(S) be the least /I such that 6 is singular over $Jaca,. 
Note that B(S) is also characterized as the least fl such that J$+ 1 + 16 I = K, or as the 
least /I such that /I > 6 and p<# = p. First suppose that 6 $dom E. Then 6 G z&( 28(aJ, 
and we may define n(6) to be the least n such that 6 is C,-singular over J&( ypca,). Then 
n(6) 2 1; set J”(S) = J+~,_ I(2sca,). We have that 6 is Z,-singular over J’“(6). Now 
suppose that 6 Edom E. In this case, /I(S) = 6, but possibly 6 $Z )do(fsca,) ) = J,f (this 
happens when y6 is a type III premouse with ?a = FL). Set JV(~) = y6 and n(6) = 1; 
indeed, 6 is Z:,-singular over M(6) here as well. 
We partition lim rK into three pieces (no one of which need be club in K+). Let 
v E lim r,. Put v E f iU,, o one or more of the following hold: 
(a) n(v) > 1, 
(b) dacp, is passive, 
(c) (/Yl +yfl-i > v, 
(4 cFm is of type III and ?Yfllrl 3 v (recall that in type III ppm’s < and \; are both 
interpreted as the supremum of the generators of the last extender). 
Put VE~$” o v$T&,;Ii and (,h+)“~~~l < v d ?“~l*1. Finally, put VE Tr’jrt o Z~~l~l = K. 
Note that the definition of T&i, given here is the same as in Section 2. Recall that, by 
Lemma 3.1, +“fl~“~ is a cardinal in 2a(V,. Therefore T ‘delV) is either K or 2 v. Also recall 
that (~+)f~(~l, pl(#& < ffEf*). Thus VEX,‘&, * v#T~“rruT~i~. The other steps in 
checking that riU,,, r:ivr Tin is a partition of rK are now easy. 
We now define M(v), the least CI such that, for some n E co, %(v, a, n)J, together with 
the value of U(v, M(v), n) for the corresponding n. This is done in three cases. 
Case 1. vEf[U,,. Let (C, I VET&~) be the q ~(T,&)-sequence defined in Lemma 
2.10. Let V(v, 0,O) = C, Set M(v) = 0. This is consistent with the clauses of the 
theorem, in particular, with I and II. 
Case 2. v E r[i,. The temptation here is to try singularizing v over ($&“‘. The 
worry is that, because ($B(vJgs is not known to be l-sound, we might not be able to 
show coherence. But this turns out to be irrelevant: we can show that v has countable 
cofinality in case 2. Since p+“l = K < v $ fa #'*I in this case, Lemma 4.4 shows that +@pl~~ 
gets cofinality o in a canonical way over ( fllcvj)gs. Let x E [ZBB(vl] cm be given as in the 
proof of Lemma 4.4. In addition to the fact, proved here that H~Y~‘*~‘*‘(x) is cofinal 
in Z*s~~l, note that the choice of x guarantees that H\~~l”)*+cu~) = I(f8cvJvx I. 
Let X = H\Bp~V~‘“‘(xu{v>) and V = sup(Xnv). For 5, YEX with y < V, let 
V Y,F = sup(vnH:~Bl”i’““S(yux)). Then each v~,<E X and v = H\&)*’ (Cux) = 
SUP{V,,~ 1 y, 5 as above} = V, as in Claim 5 of the proof of Theorem 2.9. Therefore, 
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v gets confinality o over 2acV,; let U(v, 0,O) be the cLrl,-least subset of vnT, or order 
type 0. 
Case 3. v E Ti&. This is the difficult case. Here there is no analogue of Theorem 2.6. 
That is, if rc : 2 -+ yBcyj is a (bounded) Cc,-embedding as in the proof of Theorem 2.9, 
with crit(n) > ($)Y~Cv~, then 2 does not even interpret P by an extender over its 
universe, and so .Z! is certainly not a ppm. That is, 5! would satisfy the sentence: 
“P measures only b many subsets of b” 
and so 5? would fail badly to be a ppm. This diminishes hopes of obtaining a coherent 
sequence by “taking hulls” over 2PCV). The other amenable structure that we know of, 
which codes 2BCV,, is ( ~acvj)g~. But v $ ) ( ~pcvJss ) when v E r&,, so “taking hulls” over 
($&“’ does not literally make sense. 
There is, however a natural singularizing sequence for v, namely the collection of 
ordinals: 
V6 = sup(vn{ [avsJ]$;,,,, 1 UE [K]‘” *j@}, 
= vn { [avs,f] ;y(iK”S) I a E [K] <Co AfE JP} ) 
where F = I&), s = $/s(v) (the Dodd parameter of BacV,), and 6 E rP. It is not hard to 
see, using the weak amenability of F, that {vd E(K, K+) ) 6 E r,> is a club subset of v of 
order type p+. Our immediate goal will be to identify 2PCV,), at least on a certain tail of 
Tr. Interestingly enough, while n(v) = 1, we will see that n(va) = n(6) and that all 
values for n(vs) are possible (cf. the last part of Section 2). 
So suppose CUE rp and v6 > K. Let 5$ = Ult,(N(Q Fn[us] <w x Jf)). Let i be 
the ultrapower embedding of M(S) into 2a and let S = [s, id]$‘>&slCW.J;j. Then 
every XE I _C&) is i(f)(auf) for some UE [K]‘” and f~ I M(S) I. Since 
I N(S) I = I~Zf~‘~‘(pup<‘@) and p = crit F, we have that IL?& 1 = H:“(~ui(p~“‘)uS). 
Let j be the fully elementary ultrapower embedding of L[i?] into 
W = Ult(L[E], F). 
Then j“Jv(S) < j(N(S) = N(_j(S))“. Define a map k from I_!& I into 1 j(M(S))I by 
k(Caus,fl$::J = b&-1$,,,. By the Los theorem, k is a &-elementary embed- 
ding of /& into j(Jr/-(S)). Therefore, because k 0 i = j 11 N(S) 1, we see that k is an almost 
C,-elementary embedding of s8 into j(.N(S)). Let 
g = sup(ORnX) = sup k“OR”&, 
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and 
V = sup(vn Y) = vn Y. 
Moreover, k is a Ci-elementary embedding of Z?!a into j(A’“(6))ra it is the inverse 
collapsing map for Y. 
Claim 1. v6 = (K+)“~ = crit(k). 
Proof. If 4 < v6, then 4 = j(f)(aus) for somefeJf and ~E[K]<~; but thenj(f)EX, 
so 5 < V. Thus v6 d V. Since we took v6 > K and since v = (K+Y(. (‘)irO, it follows that 
V = crit(k) = (K+)‘~. If 5 < V, then 5 = 4” ’ (6))tj(i)[u, s,j(p;’ @‘)I for some 
4 E Ski, 5 < OR ’ (@, and a E [K] <O. Let f(u, u) = ye ’ ca))ti[ti, 6, p.1( @)I. Then f E Jf and 
(a,f) witnesses that 5 < v6. Therefore V < vg. q 
Claim 2. i( p: @)) is l-solid over ~2~. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.6 of [ 151. We give a brief review of that proof. 
Put p = ~11’~‘) and fix an arbitrary m < 1 p I. Let w = Thi’ @‘(p,,,up I m). By <, we mean 
the natural pre-well-ordering of w, defined in Section 4 of [lS] (also, just after the 
proof of Claim 6 in the proof of Theorem 2.9). Then Th?(i( p,)ui( p) ( m) is either i(w) 
or ixEi(w)lX < P X-G i(f)(t)), where ,f is a function in 1 A”(6) 1 witnessing 
cf ’ ‘6’(<,,,) = p and <z = i(<,,,). In either case, it is an element of s2,. 0 
Claim 3. dom@)n( 11, p(‘) # 8. 
Proof. Let A? = s9l.l (p-c). Then, by Theorem 1.1, Z is an initial segment of yB(,,i, 
hence a level of J!,[??]. Note that OR.# Edom(E)n(p, pL+). 0 
By Theorem 3.2 and Claim 3, for sufficiently large 6: 
(i) each of the Dodd parameter witnesses “F r(siUs 1 i)” can be represented as 
[aus,f;:]$;,,,, , for some f;: E Jd and a E [K] <-. Recall that by “F r(siUs I i)“, we 
mean F /(S+JS 1 i) canonically coded as a subset of Jst. 
(ii) dom(E)n( p, 6) # 0. 
Let fl be the tail of 6 in rp with properties (i) and (ii), as well as (iii) vg > K. 
Claim 4. For 6~r,Y, i(p: ‘6’)uS is l-solid over ~2~. Therefore, pp = i(p,’ @$JS and 
_L& is l-sound. 
Proof. We have already noted that ?& = H:)(rcui( p; (@)u$). Because K is a cardinal, 
p:d = K. By Claim 2, it suffices to see that for each i < 1 sl, the theory 
Th:“(?iui(p;“‘d’)uSI i), coded as a subset of Si, is an element of ?&. Let $ : ~6’ + 96 
be the inverse transitive collapse of H:“(&ui( p;l.@‘)uSI i), and let cp :N(6) -t 2 be the 
natural map such that i = $0 cp. Then crit II/ > si_ Denote $- ‘(21 if by s*, and let G be 
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the extender derived from cp restricted to the coordinates SiUs*. Suppose that 
bE[ci]‘” and (bus*, x) E G. Then (bus*) E q(x). By commutativity, (buSI i) E i(x), and 
SO (k(b)us 1 i) Ej(x). But this means that (k(b)us 1 i, X)E F t(siuS 1 i). Recall that, by 
condition (i) above, j(i)(aus) is equal to “F t(SiuS ( i)“. So (k(b)u{& . . . Bi- i}, x) 
Ej(fi)(aus), and hence (bu{&, . ..&.},x)~i(fi)( au%). It follows that G is the exten- 
der coded by i(fi)(au$ restricted to sets in M(6), and therefore, GE 1 _L& I. Since X is 
just the Cc,-ultrapower of M(6) by the extender coded by G, it too is in _!&. But then so 
is the theory in question. lJ 
Claim 5. For 6 E ri, t& = JV(VJ. 
Proof. First suppose that 6 = b(S). Then k: 2& -+ 2,y8) satisfies all the hypotheses of 
Lemma 4.3(d). Because IC is a cardinal, K $dom(& By coherence, Et/I(v) = _&w t/?(v); 
thus rc$dom(8W). Therefore, by the conclusion of Lemma 4.3(d), !& is an initial 
segment of W. Again, by coherence, 2a is an initial segment of L [E], and hence equal 
to X(v,). 
Now suppose that 6 # /I(S). Then j(N(S)) = &‘&_ 1 (2$&. By condition (ii) for 
6 being in ri, there is an extender on the W-sequence with length between 
j(p) = p$pt and j(S). All the hypotheses of Theorem 2.8 with regard to the embedding 
k : !& -+ j(,lr@)) are met. Because K is a cardinal, it is not 2.8(C) that holds. Because 
J& is l-sound, it is not 2.8(B) that holds. So it is 2.8(A) that holds. By coherence, as in 
the last paragraph, we are done. •i 
Let~(~,li,l~I)=(~~I~~~~),~(~)=~,~(~,I~I)=~(~.I~I,j(~))=(~~,~(~,~,I~I)= 
j(p), and e(v) = { j( CL)}. The above claims that ‘#(v, p, I s I) is a closed unbounded 
subset of T,nv or order type p’. 
This completes the definition of all of the functions in the case CI = M(v). 
Remark. Note that Z(v, /J, 1 s I) > p(v). Later, for ct > M(v) such that CI ED(v, k) for 
some k, we will have that Z(v, ct, k) < b(v); this is relevant to clauses I(e) and V(b) of 
the theorem. 
Let us briefly discuss the connection between the way in which S is singularized, and 
the way in which v6 is singularized. Suppose that 6 E r;. If 6 E &, then we see that 
vJ:“;ll, simply because M(va) is an ultrapower of M(S) with critical point p. If 6 E r~iv, 
then, by an argument similar to that in Lemma 9.1 of [15], iffor”,) = sup i“$p@l. So 
sErtYiv a Zffll”,) > i(p) > vg > p > (/j+p) = ( jt+)fe(~*l, and therefore vb E r:i,. Now 
suppose that 6~r{r,. First consider the case in which J@@(~, is type III (it cannot be 
type I). Then, by Lemma 4.3(d), $B(vsi is of type III, and as i(p) is the largest cardinal 
there, Zar+ar = i(p) > v6, so that USER;,,,,. Finally, consider the case in which 6 E f{r, 
and $B(a) is type II. It seems possible that t *dp(v*J = K, in which case v6 E r,$,; otherwise, 
v6 E G,. This concludes our discussion of case 3. 
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Now, given v, we say for which a > M(v) and n E co, %?(v, a, n) is defined, and give its 
definition. We deal with all cases simultaneously. We must anticipate the possibility 
that v is vh for some v’ E T/&, v’ > v, and some appropriate 6. With this in mind, in the 
next paragraph, we might regard “Y” and “t” as guesses for which part of the standard 
parameter of .;t”(v) is “i( p: @I)“, and which part is “5”. 
Again consider v E rK. Consider any c1 E LC and n < 1 p: (“) I. Let t be the parameter 
consisting of the bottom n elements of pi (‘I and r the remaining top portion. Let 
*X:,. = 2’“: (“)(zur) and let rc:,,: SF& + .-q”(v) be the inverse transitive collapse. Let 
FL., = E,~m~(~ut) and 6& = (a’)“~“. To be clear, here E,:” is the extender derived 
from the map nl,,. Note that S;l,, < a+. We shall drop the superscript “v” on Xj;,,, 
r&, Fj’.. and ?I:,, when the context is clear. Add x to D(v, n) if all of the following 
conditions are met: 
(1) z,,,(z) > sup(rcut) (in particular, crit rr,,, = CI), 
(2) rca.n is cofinal in the ordinals of ,Y(v), 
(3) rzn8n,n is cofinal in 6,,,, 
(4) dom(%(cc, &,,) # 8. 
The essential observation is that if v happens to be an element of %‘(v’, u, n) for some 
v’ E TErr and p = crit E,,,,,, say 6 E r;’ such that v = vb, then Ep~,~p([ws]<‘o x Jf) is 
isomorphic to Fp,“, where s = d” fl’v’ and n = IsI. This means that %‘(\I’, p, n)nv is 
first-order definable over _+‘“(v) using the parameters K, p: ‘“), p, and n. Note also that 
if { < 6 is large enough so that there is somefe J,” and a E [K] cw such that [avs,j$~ 
is a subset of Si coding Ea(,,,n([siusIi]‘” 
hence also in Jf, 
x J:+), then simply definable from A 
is a function g such that [uu{G}ut, g]cF is a subset of ti 
coding F,,,n([tiUtl i]‘” x J,“), where t is the parameter”“consisting of the 
bottom n elements of pi (‘). (Remark: The difference between g and f is essentially 
that .f represents an extender measuring all subsets of ,u, while the extender 
that g represents measures only those in J,“.) Thus, since 6 was large enough to 
make it into r;‘, it is also large enough to make it into the set ri,, to be defined 
below. These facts will be relevant to clause II(c) of the theorem, that the sequences 
“cohere”. 
Notice that because c( is a cardinal of L[E], p:=-” = x and cc$dom(@. It follows 
from Theorem 1.1 that X’,,, and L[E] agree below 6,.,. Also, with regard to the 
discussion at the end of case 3, note that if v E f ,‘$,, and if crit rca,” = c( and n,,,(cc) > K, 
then 2 is (much) larger than M(v) = the critical point of the last extender of $Jp(,,), since 
M(v) is definable without parameters in yDty,. This explains clause V(c) of the 
theorem. 
Aside: A slight variation is possible in the definition of D(v, n): we could also 
demand that x,.j.ji(r) be the standard parameter of X,,.. Then [lS] would imply that 
H,., = .,l/‘(S,,,). We could still show that D(v, n) is a closed set. This idea will be used 
in the proof of Lemma 5.7. 
Let e(v) = (7r&~) 1 n < I p.: (“)I A CI ED(v, n)}. It is easy to check that e(v) is a finite 
subset of OR,’ (“). For each n < 1 p.: (“) I and lee(v), let A(v, n, i) the collection of 
cx~D(v, n) with ~~.~(a) = [. This determines 2. 
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Claim 6. If cx~D(v, n), then N(v) = UltO(Xb,., F,,.) and n,,, is the corresponding 
ultrapower map. 
Proof. If x is any element of 1 M(v) (, then 
x = n&i& V) H ~“*.~‘5[7c,,‘(r), U, fi])(t, a) 
for some q ES~,, [ < ORS=m, and UE [JC]<~, this by the l-soundness of M(v). 0 
For cx E D(v, n) and <E r~&~, define 
V&n = sup(vn{[a”~,~]~~:la~[K]‘“hf~J~}) 
= supbJ+,,&-)(a, t)I aECP%-~J~)) 
= vn{x.,.(f)(a,t)laE[lc]‘“~~~J~}. 
Claim 7. {v<,~ I t~r,n6,,,} is a closed unbounded subset of v. 
Proof. It is clear from the definition that the sequence of vc,.‘s is increasing and 
continuous. If 5 < 6,,,, then F,,,n([rcut]‘” x Jf) is an element of I M(v) I. Therefore, 
each v~,~ isless than v. Let v’ be any ordinal less than v. By Claim 6, there is a function 
~EJ~!,. which represents v’ in the ultrapower by F,,. Now ran&n is cofinal in v by 
the definition of D(v, n), so we may take h in Jr” for some ~E~JIC&~. But then 
v’ < V&n < v. Therefore {v~,~ I 5 E ran&_} is unbounded. 0 
Claim 8. Zf[Ee(v) and CI < p with LYEA(V, n, [) and ns,J/?) = i, and if<Eran6a,n with 
dom(E)n(cr, 0 # 8, then setting 
y = sup(B+n{[a,~]~~-la~[P + ll’“~f~J;}), 
we have that 
Proof. Consider any such c(, /?, and 5. Letj be the natural embedding from X,,, into 
X,,,. Then 
CI = crit( j), j(u) = B, 7~7,“oj = xX,,, 
and 
Y = P+n{i(f)(a)la~CBl<m~f~J~) > P. 
The argument in the proof of Claim 6 above shows that, letting F be the extender 
derived from j, j is the ultrapower embedding of s@,,~ into Xs,” = Ult,(X,,,, F). 
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Because Xad,n and L [E] agree below 6,+,, M(r) is the initial segment of X”,,, that 
collapses r to have size ~1. Let i be the ultrapower embedding of M(l) into 
Q E Ult,(1(<), F), and let k be the almost Xi-elementary embedding of _Z! into 
j(&“([)), so that k 0 i = j 1 IA’“([) I. Observe that (p’)” < (/l’)“p.n. As in Claim 1, 
y = ( fi’)2 = Grit(k). It f o 11 ows from our condensation results, that is, either Theorem 
2.8, or, if < = p(t), Lemma 4.3(d), that the core of 9 is ~lr(y), and that these agree below 
y, their common p’. Therefore, y E Ts. 
Fn([fiut]‘” x Jf) is an element of X6,+ a subextender of the extender derived 
from the inverse transitive collapse of HPP.“‘a(~unB,n-l (r)) for some sufficiently large 
0 < OR,‘Y’s.m. Therefore y < 6,.,. 
We next show that vC,” d vy,“. Suppose that v < vC,“; then r~ = n&g)@, b, t) for 
somegEJ~,aE[B1<W,_andbE[K-8]<W. Letf(ii) be the function (0, W) M g(U, 6, W) 
On Yb’+, 
Then ~EJF and i(f)(u) is a function from [ /I]lbl+” to /I in 9, hence 
in J,. But then j(f)(a) = k(i(f)(u) = k(i(f)(a)) = i(f)(a) is in J”, and 
n&j(!)(a))(b, t) = ns,,(j(f))(ns,,(a))(b, t) = n,,n(g)(a, b, t) = q, so rl < vy,n. 
A similar calculation shows that v 5,n 2 vy,“. That dom(@n(b, y) # 8 follows from 
the elementarity of i, and by the fact that 9 and J!,[E] agree below y. 0 
Claim 9. For [ee(v), A(v, n, i) is a closed set (cc clause I(e) of the theorem). 
Proof. If /I is the limit of points in A(v, n, [), then it is clear that (1) and (2) hold at 
/I and that n&?) = <. (4) holds at fl by Claim 8. Fix some cx E A(v, n, 5) with c1 < /I. Let 
E be the set of y E Tsn6,,, which corresponds as in Claim 7 to 5 E ran&n. By Claim 7, 
ivy,” 1 y E rpnsup E} is cofinal in v. But if E is bounded in 6,,,, then this set is an 
element of M(v), contradicting that v is regular in M(v). Thus (3) holds at p, hence 
BEA(V, n, 5). cl 
Note that if a E D(v, n), then for each i < n, F,+, t(tiUt 1 i), coded as a subset Of ti, is an 
element of J(v); this follows from the solidity of its standard parameter. By condition 
(l), it is equal to z,,,(f)(u, t) for some ~EJB for some 5 < 6,,,. Let r& be the 
collection of 5 E ran&n with this property (call it (i)‘) and the properties. 
(ii)’ dom(@n(a, 5) # 8, 
(iii)’ vg,” > K. 
Then rl,, is a tail of ran&n. Let %(v, a, n) = {v<,, 15 E &}. Note that this is 
consistent with clause IV of the theorem. 
Claim 10. Clause III of the theorem holds. 
Proof. Suppose [ E e(v), a E A(v, n, i), and that r E ri,,. Let y and j be as in Claim 8 and 
its proof. We must see that y is “sufficiently large”, that is, satisfies the conditions for 
being in ri,,. Recall that (ii)’ holds for fl, y by Claim 8. Let S be either K or one of the 
codes for F,,, r(tiut ) i). Then there is anfeJ5 such that S = rc,,,(f)(u, b, t) for some 
aEm’” and bE[K - /?I’“. Let g = j(U H f(ii, 6, w))(u). Then, as in the proof of 
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Claim 8, g~Jf and rrg,Jg)(b, t) = rra,n(f)(rrp,n(a). b, t) = rc,,,(f)(a, b, t) = S. There- 
fore, (i)’ and (iii)’ hold for /I, y; this is what we wanted. 0 
For [~rl,,, let 2?‘t;,n = Ult,(,lr(& F,,J. The following claim is shown as were 
Claims 4 and 5 above. Together, Claims 4, 5, and 11 imply the desired coherence 
property II(c), almost directly. With this, all clauses of the theorem follow. 
Claim 11. For l~rl,,, -2,,, = Jlr(v,,,) and if i: .Af(t) + 2Qn is the ultrapower embed- 
ding, then p, 41 = i( p.i.“‘)uf, where t = [t, id],“(e) i+,..n([Kut]‘- x JTj. 
The analogue of our earlier “essential observation” is as follows. Suppose that 
v happens to be an element of %?(v’, ~1, n) for some CI > M(v’). Say that l E r& such that 
v = vi,,, and F’ is F,,, as computed over N(v’). Then F’ restricted to sets in 5: is 
isomorphic to F,,, as computed over M(v), and t~r,Y,,. Therefore II(c) holds. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 5.6. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let %‘, D, M e, A, and Z be as in Lemma 5.6. Because 
(rc+)” = (K.+)~@J, properties I-IV, V(b), and V(c) listed in the statement of Lemma 5.6 
hold in I’ as well. Instead of property V(a) of Lemma 5.6, what holds in I/ is 
o.t. %?(v, M(v), n) < M(v)+. 
Fix an increasing sequence (K,, ( 9 < A) which is cofinal in rc. If A(v, n, &xc, # 8, then 
let a,,(~, n, [) = sup(,4(v, n, &XC,,). Then, since A(v, n, [) is closed, when defined, 
o$v, n, <) is an element of A(v, n, [). 
Suppose that CIJV, n, {)l and CI = E&V, n, [), and that cElim%?(v, c(, n). Then 
u E D(V; n), and CL&~, n, Z(V, ~1, n))l and E&V; n, Z(& cc, n)) 2 ~1. This justifies the follow- 
ing inductive definition on v E lim(rc, K+), of B&v, n, i) for v] < 2, n E w, and [E e(u) such 
that CG,(V, n 01. 
With c( = c1,,(v, n  [) define 33,Ju, n, [) N %(v, ~1, n)uU {B,,(V, n, C)) vElim%?(v, LX, n) A 
e = Z(v, ~1, n)}. 
Claim 1. Suppose that cls(v, n, i)l and CI = M&V, n, [). Then 1 s%,,(v, n, [) 1 < K,’ 
Proof. By induction, 93,,(v, n, <) is the union of at most a+ many sets of size < K,‘. 
Since c1 < rc,, the claim follows. 0 
Claim 2. Suppose that a,(~, n, [)l and CI = CL,,(V, n, [). If v’~lim 9&,(v, n, i), then 
c(~(v’, n, i)l and B&v, n, i)nv’ = %$(v’, n, i’), where i’ = Z(v’, cc, n). 
Proof. Assume that the claim holds for all V < v. We first show 
(*) If v’ < V < v are limit points of U(v, c(, n), then _%?‘,(iY, n, [)nv’ = B,,(V, n, i’) where 
5 = Z(V, CI, n). 
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Note that %(v, 01, n)n+ c_ %Y(v, a, n) G C(V, a, n) c @,,(V, n, r), where 07 = c(,,(G, n  [). 
Therefore, v’ is a limit point of @,,(V, n, r). Hence, (*) holds at V < v by the induction 
hypothesis. But by the definition of @,(v, n, 0, this implies that (*) holds with V = v. 
Now let v’ be any limit point of g&v, II, 5). Suppose there is some V > v’ such that 
GE lim %(v, 01, n). Then, by (*), .9$&v, n, <)nv = %?,,(V, n, [), so @,,(v, n, i)nv’ = 
.2$(1: n, r))nv’ and v’elim 99,JV, n, r). By the induction hypothesis, &J,Jo, n, nnv’ = 
9$,(v’, n, 0, so we are done. 
If, on the other hand, there is no limit point of %?(v, CI, n) above v’, then by the 
definition of gJv, n, [), v’ must be the last limit point of ‘e(v, a, n). But then the claim 
follows directly from (*). 0 
Now let 9” be the collection of all the 9&v, n, O’s which are defined, together with 
%(v, 0,O) if it is defined. We claim that (5” I v E lim(K, rc+)) is a q ,,A-sequence. We 
have that 1 Fy 1 < (A x o x co) + 1 = A. Since o.t. %(v, 0,O) d K, by Claim 1, all members 
of 9” have order type at most K. The coherence condition holds by Claim 2. Each 
element of FY is club in v; this follows easily, by induction, using Claim 2. q 
Lemma 5.7. Assume V = L [z] is a weasel, all of whose levels are iterable, and that K is 
a cardinal. Let SC = {a c K (o(c() 2 K+). There is a partial function 6 with domain 
contained in lim(rc, rc+) x (SCu(O)), and afunction B: lim(rc, K+) -P K, with thefollowing 
properties. 
I. Whenever Q(v, CI) is defined, we have that. 
(a) b(v, DL) is a closed unbounded subset of v, 
(b) o.t. d(v, TV) < K, 
(c) $~~lirn b(v, cw), then &(V, cr)J and 6(G, c() = ,P(v, a)n?, 
(d) B(v) = min{a ( &‘(v, LY)~). 
II. For all v E lim(rc, K+), there is some a such that E(v, ~1) is defined. Moreouer, the set 
of such cc is bounded strictly below K. 
III. Suppose that &(v, CI) is defined and that CI > B(v) Then o.t. 6(v, a) < c(+ 
IV. ljB(v) > 0, then o.t. &(v, B(v)) = B(v)+. 
Proof of Lemma 5.7. We follow the proof of Lemma 5.6, and refer to it throughout. 
The organization of the proof here is essentially the same. The discussion preceding 
case 1 applies here, except that instead of identifying (K, K’) with rK, we will identify it 
with rK - i where 1 = sup{ /I < K’ (crit EBE rc - SC). For VEX, - A, we define 
B(v) = M(v). The domain of d will consist of pairs (v, a) for v E r, - /z and certain 
u 2 B(v), to be determined below. 
The definition of 8(v, B(v)) is broken up into the same three cases. Cases 1 and 2 are 
handled in much the same way as they were in the proof of Lemma 5.6. When 
v E Ku - A or VEr,K,i” - II, put a(V, 0) = W(V, 0,O) - A. 
Moving on to case 3, the discussion through the end of the proof of Claim 3 applies 
here. In case 3, B(v) = ~1. Claims 4 and 5 show that for sufficiently large 6 in r,,, 
%a = ~lr(y~) and p.: ‘yd) = i( p;."')uS. 
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Let ,4: be the tail of Ta on which this conclusion holds and vd > max(& K). This 
modification will make the difference necessary to guarantee condition I(c) here, as 
opposed to just II(c) of Lemma 5.6. 
We restrict further the ordinals 6 < pL+ to be considered. This will help us parse 
p? into i( p;(@‘) and S over 2?,+ Let d; be the collection of 6 EEL with the property that 
if A E p and for some f~Jf and a~ [S]‘” we have that A = [aus,f]&,, then 
A E Jf. dg is a club subset of p+. 
Claim A. p’ as computed in X2( pup?) equals 6 whenever SE Al;. 
Proof. Suppose AE~‘(P)~ (&‘~(puup~)I. Then A = Bnp for some BE 
Hffpui(p~“‘)uS). Any such B can be written as )I’~~‘[c, i(py@‘), fl for some 
gESh,c~CPl-, and o E HtJ( pui( p;’ ‘“‘)). Letf(u, V) = q.“(@ ’ ie’(af[~, p.;‘@), FJnu, de- 
fined on [,u]‘“‘“. ThenfeJf, so A = [(~}us,f]~J~, since MEAL 0 
Claim B. i(p;“‘“‘) is the longest initial segment r ofp? such that if 
n : X2( pur) -b 22& 
is the inverse transitive collapse, then n- 1 (r) is thejirst standard parameter of #:“(pur). 
Proof. Suppose r is an initial segment of p+ properly extending i(pf”‘). Let 
2 = SF(pur) and x: A? -+ ~2~ be the inverse transitive collapse. Suppose 
n-l(r) = p?. Then, by Theorem 1.1, # = J-(8’), where 8 = (p’)“. By Claim A, 8 = 6. 
But n-‘(r) # p;(‘@); a contradiction. I-J 
Finally, we complete the definition of b(v, B(v)) for v falling under case 3 by setting 
OV,P) = {vdl~~A:}. 
Now, once again consider an arbitrary YE r, - 1. For a E SC, let r, be the longest 
initial segment r of piV’“’ which collapses to the first standard parameter of XiV”“(ctur) 
and let t, = pi’(‘) - ra. Let _xh = XT’“‘(aura) and let x,:.X, + M(v) be the inverse 
transitive collapse. Let 6, = (a+)Kx. Note that S, < a+. We define F, to be E,, r(rcut,). 
The remaining pairs (v, a) which are to be added to the domain of the partial function 
8 are exactly those with a E SC and 
(1) x,(a) > sup(lcut,) (so that crit z, = a), 
(2) n, is cofinal in the ordinals of N(v), 
(3) T,n& is cofinal in 6,. 
Notice that if a is a cardinal of L[E] and (1) holds at a, then by Theorem 1.1, 
Zd = &“(&). Notice also that if verEu and that (1) holds, then a is larger than B(v), 
the critical point of the last extender of ffl(,,), as before. The following claim will be 
used to see that the second part of clause II of Lemma 5.7 holds. 
Claim C. The collection of a such that (1) holds at a is bounded below K. 
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Proof. For sufficiently large a, all of the solidity witnesses for p;” (‘) will be elements of 
2;““) (aup~(“‘), meaning that ra = p;’ (‘). Also, for sufficiently larger a, K is an element 
of this hull. But then n,(a) 6 K, so (1) fails for such a. 0 
Now suppose that a E SC satisfies (l)-(3) Claim 6 shows that N(v) = UltO(Xd, F,) 
and that n, is the corresponding ultrapower map. For such a and 5 E r,nS,, define 
V< = SUp(Vn{[avt,,f]~~l~~[K]~~~~~~~~) 
= SUp(Vn{df)(a, L)I aECK]‘“ASEJ;}) 
= vn{~.(.f)(a,t,)IuEIK]<Wr\f~JP}. 
Claim 7 shows that { v5 15 E Tp6,) is unbounded in v; it also closed. For 5 E ran&, 
let 92; = Ult,(N(Q Fp([KutJ<” x JF)). For a given <, let i be the ultrapower 
embedding of N(5) into 22; and let t; = [t,, id]~z~~t,:)r,,,~l~o.J~,. By Claim 11, for 
sufficiently large 4 E raniTa, 
and 
Let Ai be the tail of r’s in T,nd, on which this and vg > max@, rc) hold. 
Let AI be the collection of 5 E .4: with the property that if A z a and for somefE J,” 
and a~[(]‘” we have that A = [u~s,f]$,,~, then A EJF. Ai is a club subset of 6,. 
As in Claim B above, we get Claim D. 
Claim D. i( p;(“‘) is the longest initial segment r ofpf; such that r collapses to the first 
standard parameter of Xfi(aur). 
Finally, set &‘(v, a) = { ve; 15 E A:}. With this, the coherence property asserted by the 
theorem follows. For suppose v~lim E(v), a), with a > 0. Then v > 1 and aE SC, 
and &(v’, a)nv = Q(v, a), essentially because, by construction, F, as computed over 
N(v) is either isomorphic to EBt,,,n([rcu+f~(~~l]<W x JE) if a = B(v’), or to 
F,n( [KuSfnv~] <w x JE) if a > B(v’). 0 
6. Applications 
In [lS], Steel defines two fully iterable weasels, Kc, the “background certified core 
model”, and K, the “true core model”, While these are definable in ZFC, their 
relationship and basic properties are developed under the assumption that OR is 
measurable. The next two theorems are quoted from [18] and [14], respectively. 
These covering theorems imply that unless there are inner models of ZFC + “there is 
a Woodin cardinal”, properties of the kind that we have been investigating must hold 
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in V. This gives a method for obtaining lower bounds on the large cardinal consist- 
ency strength of various extensions of ZFC. Steel has conjectured that the hypothesis 
that OR is measurable can be eliminated. 
Theorem 6.1 (Steel). that is measurable and that is no model of 
Woodin cardinal. Then almost every ordinal IC, (K+)~’ K+. 
Theorem 6.2 (Mitchell, Suppose that OR that 
there is inner model of Woodin cardinal. K is countably singular 
cardinal, then = K+. 
for example, 5.2, the OR measurable, and there is inner 
model of + “there a Woodin cardinal”, q K,CJ(KJ, and q :, holds at 
all singular cardinals K meeting the hypotheses of Theorem 6.2. Shelah has shown that 
the consistency of ZFC + GCH + 1 q z, follows from that of ZFC + “there is 
a supercompact cardinal”. By Theorem 5.2, at least a Woodin cardinal is necessary. 
A typical situation that we shall be interested in is as follows. Suppose that S is a set 
of ordinals, and that S# exists, that is, there is a nontrivial elementary embedding 
j: L(S) + L(S) with crit(j) > sup(S). Let Q = crit( j). Then K is to be defined in La(S), 
so that ORK = 52 and Theorem 6.2 is to be understood as saying that L(S) and 
K agree on the successors of certain K < Q. Similarly for Kc. The existence j substi- 
tutes for all uses of “52 is measurable” in the proofs of the theorems. 
In [19], Todorcevic proves that PFA 3 1 q (an alternative proof of this fact is 
contained in [20]). The following theorem, due to Magidor, builds on Todorcevic’s 
result. 
Theorem 6.3 (Magidor). PFA * VK > 011 !J~,K,. 
Proof. Suppose that (%?= 1 cr~lim(~, K+)) is such a i q ~,~,-sequence. Let 
P = {p c K’ jp is closed and countable), ordered by end-extension. P is a proper 
poset which adds a closed, unbounded subset of K+ of order type ol. 
Let T = {(a, A) 1 A E %?J and order T by (c(, A)<(P, B) o (o! E lim B and A = Bncc). 
Note that T is a tree. By T IS we mean {(~~,A)ET(IxES). 
Claim. V”~~~branchbinT~lJ~withJb(=o~~. 
Proof. Suppose that p E P and p k “b is an o,-branch in T t UC;“. We claim that, if 
G is P-generic over V with p E G, then A = U (B ( (j3, B) E b,) is not an element of V. 
For otherwise, A is club in K’, so we can pick fi so that o.t. (An/?) = K + w. Since 
Ana~‘+?~, this is a contradiction. 
Now form a tree of conditions below p forcing contradictory membership 
in b. So for s ~(~2 and iE 2, we have psCij~ P and (a,(i), A,(,,)E T such that 
~s<i) 1~ (pi>, A,<,>) E b and (QO), &&%<I)~ -44. Also arrange that 
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s G t * pt doD pS, and that, for i = 0, 1, Sup(p,<i>) and Cl,(i) are > every CI, and every 
element of pt for every t E <lS12. 
Let 9 = IL<, A,,, 1 s &” 2) and 1. = sup{cc,,, 1 s eW 2). Then 9 is a subset of VA of 
size 2”“. But PFA implies that 2’O > K1 (in fact, that 2”” = tc,); a contradiction. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6.3 (continued). Now let Q be the partial order in I/’ for adding, 
with finite conditions, a specializing function f for T r tJ c;, that is, a function 
f: T 1 UG + w such that xiy = f(x) #f(y). By [S], it follows from the claim that 
Q satisfies the countable chain condition in I”. Therefore P * b is proper. 
With some enumeration (4;) 5 < ml) of %?m in mind, for rl < oi, let 
D,,, = {r~ P * Q 1 if x is the q’th element of ro, then r decidesf(a, A;)}. 
Let H be a filter in P * Q meeting these dense sets. Let GI = sup Ho and f= IJH, . 
Thenf specializes T [u Ho, so T tu Ho cannot have an o,-branch. But if A is any 
member of %,, then b = {(j, B)E T 1 lJHo Ifi~lirn .4&B = 4ngj. is an wi-branch 
through T 1 /JHo; a contradiction. 0 
By Baumgartner and Shelah, if K is supercompact, hen there is a proper, K+-C.C. 
partial order, P, such that V’ b (PFA + K2 = K). Consequently, q lCK fails for all 
i B K. This fact can also be argued directly, by modifying Solovay’s proof that q 1 fails 
above a supercompact. 
Corollary 6.4. If K is supercompact, then for all i > K, On, <K fails. In particular under 
GCH, q : + 1 q ,, <K holds. 
Corollary 6.5. PFA implies that there is an inner model of ZFC + “there is a Woodin 
cardinal”. 
Proof. Suppose that the conclusion fails, while V is a model of ZFC $ PFA. Let K be 
a cardinal of cofinality o or wl, which is closed under y ++ yw. Let S be a set 
containing I’,+ such that L(S) is a model of ZFC. By Theorem 6.3, q K,+ fails in I/, and 
hence in L(S). 
Under PFA, sharps exists for all sets. Let 52 be an L(S)-indiscernible, and let 
K = L[E] be the true core model as computed in I/i”‘. By theorem 6.2, K and L(S) 
compute the same K’. Therefore, by Theorem 5.2, q r,_+ holds in L(S); a contradic- 
tion. 0 
We now turn to the issue of stationary reflection at successor cardinals. For 
cardinals CI < 1, let S: = {v < 2 ) cf(v) = c(}, and let E,* be the principle asserting that 
there exists a stationary S s S;, such that for all v < A, Snv is not stationary in v. It is 
well-known that for any cardinal K, 0, * Vregular o! d K Eft holds, while by [3], if 
ZFC + “there is a supercompact” isconsistent, then one cannot replace q K by q ,* in 
this statement. The next result, a corollary to Lemma 5.7, yields a method for getting 
large cardinal consistency strength of at least one Woodin cardinal for various 
stationary reflection principles. 
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Corollary 6.6. Suppose that L[E] is a weasel, all of whose levels are iterable. Let K be 
a limit cardinal such that (K+)~[‘] = K+, and let S be a stationary subset of K+. Then 
there is a stationary $ E S, such that for every v E lim(K, K+), $nv is not stationary in v. 
Proof. Let 8 be the partial function from Lemma 5.7. Given any v~lim(rc, K+), let 
A(v) = {a l&v, a)J}. Recall that each A(v) is bounded in K. For each aEA(v), let 
(~4 1 i < o.t. 6(v, a)) be the increasing enumeration of b(v, a) in L[E]. Recall that if 
aeA(v) - {0}, then o.t. Q(v, a) < a+ < K. Thus, for each v, the sets A(v) and {o.t. 
&(v, a) 1 aEA(v) - (0)) are in Jz. By Fodor’s lemma, there are BE[K]<~ and 
f:B + K + 1, together with a stationary set 9 E S, such that for all VE$ 
(1) B = A(v), 
(2) afzB * 0.t. &(v, a) =f(a). 
Now let v be any limit ordinal between K and K+, and a any element of ,4(v). 
Consider any ?Egnlirn b(v, a). Then aE A(4 = B and d(v, a) = &‘(V, a)nG. But then 
we must have that V = v&. In other words, ( gnlim B(v, a) 1 < 1, so Snv is not 
stationary in v. 0 
Let us take SRL to be the statement asserting the existence of a stationary S s I 
such that every stationary s” c S reflects to some v < 1. Corollary 6.7 is a sample 
application of the preceding corollary. It follows that if there are two singular, 
countably closed cardinals K < 2 such that both SRKt and SRIt holds, then there is an 
inner model with a Woodin cardinal. 
Corollary 6.7. Suppose that K is a singular, countably closed limit cardinal such that 
SR,+ holds. Let A be a set coding V,+ such that L(A) is a model of ZFC. Suppose that A’ 
exists. Then there is an inner model of ZFC + “there is a Woodin cardinal”. 
Proof. Let K and A be as in the hypothesis. Let 52 be an L(A)-indiscernible, and let 
K = L[E] be the true core model as computed in Vkca). By Theorem 6.2, K and L(A) 
compute the same K+. Therefore, by Corollary 6.6, SR,+ fails in L(A), and hence in V; 
a contradiction. lJ 
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